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abstract

In a hospital, the equipment library (EL) is essential for the management of medical devices 
and impacts tremendously on patient safety. This research investigates medical equipment 
libraries in order to identify best practice examples and issues of concern to arrive at design 
implications for an ‘ideal’ EL. Furthermore, this project is aimed at contributing to the further 
development of the relatively novel research method Distributed Cognition for Teamwork 
(DiCoT) by exploring Soft Systems Methodology (SSM) and conducting the first multi-case 
DiCoT study.  The analysis has shown that redundant, error-prone paperwork can be reduced 
by using a straightforward T-card system. Record keeping, especially during out-of-hours, 
can also be supported by better monitoring of equipment (e.g. device tracking through RFID 
tags). Moreover, current practice can be improved by frequent feedback, usage reports and 
maintaining policies. In summary, many processes can be simplified. This research recognises 
a need for sharing best practice across EL contexts. Validation by four practitioners showed 
that the findings are useful and that the DiCoT analysis grasped the concepts and mechanics 
of ELs well. SSM was useful for complementing DiCoT in terms of understanding the domain 
before going into detailed analysis and later to inspire design considerations, but it cannot be 
said that exploring SSM resulted in groundbreaking results. By comparing ELs across con-
texts, this multi-case study also informs DiCoT researchers.
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1 introduction

This project is primarily about investigating medical equipment libraries (EL) in terms 
of what they do, how they work, current practices and how these evolved over time. An over-
all goal is to arrive at recommendations for improvement towards efficiency and to inform 
best practice. The need for understanding how medical equipment is managed emerged from 
CHI+MED (Computer-Human Interaction for Medical Devices). CHI+MED is a research 
project between UCL (University College London), Swansea University, Queen Mary Uni-
versity of London and City University. This research project attempts to improve the usability 
and safety of interactive medical devices, such as infusion pumps, and appreciates the influ-
ence of ELs and their usability. An additional interest concerns training and procurement and 
if and how these matters are handled in an EL.

Secondarily, this project aims at contributing to the further development of the frame-
work used for analysis, which is Distributed Cognition for Teamwork (DiCoT). DiCoT is a 
relatively novel methodology that applies the principles of Distributed Cognition (DCog) 
more structured than cognitive ethnography or ethnomethodology. The research evaluates 
the applicability of DiCoT to the analysis and (re)design of a system like a medical equip-
ment library. In order to further explore this research approach, Soft Systems Methodology 
(SSM) was considered as an additional pool for tools and techniques. Chapter 6 reflects on 
the strengths and limitations and other practicalities of both approaches, their usability and 
usefulness for (re)designing systems and the potential value SSM can add to DiCoT. 
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2 bacKground

The research subject medical equipment library will be outlined in Section 2.1. The fol-
lowing Sections 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 give brief introductions to Distributed Cognition, Distrib-
uted Cognition for Teamwork and DiCoT case studies. Section 2.5 introduces Soft Systems 
Methodology and the relevant tools and techniques for this project. Finally, the relevance and 
applicability of the framework to medical equipment libraries will be promoted. 

2.1 researcH subJect: Medical equipMent library

A medical equipment library is a facility in a hospital that coordinates and manages the 
use of medical devices. More importantly, it centralises high-risk and heavily utilised equip-
ment in order to ensure patient safety. Infusion pumps fall into this category, because they vary 
greatly, are used frequently and by every ward or department and have caused many adverse 
incidents1 in the past. It was more than a decade ago when hospitals understood the benefits 
of managing safety critical devices in a centralised place. Besides the practicality of having 
these devices ready for use and at hand in an accessible storage and the various tasks that an EL 
carries out, standardisation of high-risk devices was made possible. The number and variety of 
infusion devices could be reduced, which made training much easier, resulted in cost savings 
and improved patient safety. 

Other than infusion pumps, an EL can be stocked with various types of medical equip-
ment2, like patient monitors, ECG recorders, incubators, blood gas analysers, nerve stimula-
tors, dynamic mattresses, hospital beds and more.

An EL is staffed with nurses, technicians or device trainers. Equipment coordinators are 
responsible for a wide range of services, which can vary greatly in the many different organisa-
tions:

- Storage and inventory
- Managing loan requests, delivery and collection
- Record keeping
- Calibration, repairs and maintenance
- Cleaning and decontamination
- Training on medical equipment
- Prescription
- Preventive Building Maintenance (PBM)
- Adverse incident reporting

1   Adverse incidents are events that produce, or have potential to produce, unwanted effects involving the safety of patients, users 
 or other persons (NAO, 1999). 
2  Medical equipment is classified as any device that is connected to a patient for treatment or care and also used for the purposes 
 of diagnosis, prevention, monitoring or alleviation of disease or injury or handicap (NAO, 1999).
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- Selection, procurement and acceptance testing
- Disposal
- Dealing with service contracting parties

Two issues that come with running an EL are increased usage of equipment and the risk 
of cross infection. Maximum and more balanced use of medical devices are desirable goals for 
hospitals, but this also results in increased maintenance and repair needs for these devices. A 
more critical issue is cross infection, which can occur through the sharing of all equipment be-
tween wards and departments. Infection control becomes of even higher priority when equip-
ment does not stay on one ward but travels through the EL and is then used by another ward. 
Therefore, cleaning and decontamination are of crucial importance, in the EL as well as on 
the wards.

2.2 introduction to distributed cognition

DCog is an approach to holistically understand cognitive phenomena across various 
agents (human individuals and computerised as well as non-technological artefacts) and their 
internal and external representational states. It looks at how all components are socially and 
cognitively organised in order to achieve a goal in collaboration (Rogers, 1997; Perry, 2003). 
In other words, DCog is concerned with understanding the interactions between people and 
technologies and what people do within whole environments and how they coordinate their 
activities in them (Hollan et al., 2000).  These environments are called cognitive systems 
(Sharp et al., 2007) or the unit of analysis (Perry, 2003). One of the key things is how informa-
tion is represented and how these representations change over time as they move across agents. 
These changes in representation of information are referred to as transformation. The move-
ment these representations undergo is called propagation of information. DCog is concerned 
with the unit of analysis and how its boundaries are expanded (Hollan et al., 2000). The unit 
of analysis can be a human that creates and modifies artefacts, distributes and arranges them 
and therefore in some way designs the environment so that it supports their work. With their 
cognitive abilities, they use it as a practical resource for problem solving (Simon, 1981). The 
environment then turns into a complex cognitive system (Flor & Hutchins, 1992) and can 
also become the wider unit of analysis under investigation. 

A DCog analysis is usually conducted through observation and talking to the people in-
volved in the collaborative work processes and results in rich amounts of data. This data is 
represented by very detailed descriptions of events and ideally results in an understanding of 
work practices. However, the nature of this approach also means that the way of conducting 
the analysis and the gathered data are rather unstructured.

DCog originates from cognitive and social sciences and cognitive anthropology (Rog-
ers, 1997) and distinguishes itself by cognition not just being in the head, but in the world 
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(Norman, 1993). Hutchins (1995) coined this idea as “cognition in the wild” by describing in 
detail how the USS Palau, a US navy ship, is manoeuvred into its landing position. This classic 
example of DCog highlights how crew members rely on information about and the represen-
tational states of all interacting parts of the system and communicating this information. Perry 
(2003) states that at no point in this process it can be said that the ship has been navigated by 
a single person.

Having exaggerated that a cognitive system includes human individuals, technology and 
non-technological artefacts, internal and externalised (shared) information, representational 
states of all information and various ways of communication, that cognition is not a matter of 
an individual but can be distributed over various agents, it follows that DCog is an approach 
to understand teams and teamwork within settings of collaborative work.

2.3 introduction to distributed cognition for teaMworK

DiCoT (Furniss & Blandford, 2010) is a methodology for applying the principles of 
DCog to teamwork settings in a more structured way. It draws on ideas of Contextual Inquiry 
(Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998) as it separates the main areas of interest into five different models 
in order to gather data systematically: The Information Flow Model, the Physical Model, the 
Artefact Model, the Social Model and the Evolutionary Model (Furniss & Blandford, 2010).  
They are briefly explained in Table 1.

All five models intertwine and shape the analysis as a whole. Each of the models incorpo-
rates two to seven of 22 principles altogether. These principles enable looking at the research 

table 1: the five models of dicot

Model

information flow Model

physical Model

artefact Model

social Model

evolutionary Model

description

Concentrates on workflows, the people involved and how they 
communicate. It tracks how information is processed from one stage to 
another.

Shows the physical layout of a workplace and how work is physically 
organised. It is concerned with spatial factors that influence (shape, em-
power or limit) the performance of the system and its components.

Records all things that are created, used, modified and finally become 
insightful artefacts of work. It considers how these are designed to 
support cognition.

Informs about the people involved, their roles and responsibilities. 
It gives insight into experiences, learning and transfer of knowledge.

Investigates how the cognitive system has evolved over time. It detects 
why things are done in certain ways.
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subject from different angles and in sufficient detail. What these principles are and how they 
relate to the analysis will be further expanded in the Chapter 4. 

Typically, a DiCoT analysis includes observation, shadowing, attending meetings, semi-
structured interviews, informal conversations, note-taking, sketches, diagrams, detailed de-
scriptions of events, summaries, lists of issues, quotes and sometimes even photographs, video 
and audio recordings.

DiCoT was developed by Blandford and Furniss (2005; Furniss, 2004; Furniss & Bland-
ford, 2006; Furniss & Blandford, 2010) to interconnect rather descriptive DCog theories, 
like Hutchins’ ethnomethodological approach of investigating the happenings on the USS 
Palau, to small teamwork settings by investigating the strengths and weaknesses of such sys-
tems. DiCoT is an applicable approach to complex cognitive systems and aids both, the design 
intervention of an existing system as well as the design of a new system. 

2.4 dicot case studies

In this section, four case studies are discussed in which DiCoT has been used to analyse 
small teamwork settings. They illustrate how DiCoT has evolved over the last six years, what 
the main contributions were, identify  gaps in the method and how and where it has been ap-
plied so far. The areas of application range from ambulance and London Underground con-
trol rooms to a healthcare facility and software development teams. 

2.4.1 london ambulance service control room

In 2004, Furniss and Blandford (2006) developed and first applied DiCoT in an explora-
tory way to the investigation of the London Ambulance Service (LAS) control room. Their 
aim was not only to understand Emergency Medical Dispatch (EMD) as a group activity, but 
also to codify DiCoT as an applied method in terms of DCog.

In the course of their study, Furniss and Blandford point out that much research had been 
done on EMD, where studies vary greatly in analysis methods. There has been much less focus 
on EMD work at a higher level, from an ethnographical point of view. In fact, some authors 
(Blandford & Wong, 2004) even combined several methods in order to achieve a more ho-
listic analysis. Furniss and Blandford (2006) were aware of issues that an observation-based 
method like DiCoT can raise for an external analyst. Being unfamiliar with the activities, the 
people and their roles and finding themselves overwhelmed by everything that is going on, 
it is hard to attend to the right happenings, conversations and artefacts (Suchman & Trigg, 
1991). In preparation for their investigations, Furniss and Blandford made use of this insight 
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and incorporated ideas of Contextual Inquiry (Beyer & Holtzblatt, 1998) by initially utilising 
three different models, each with a different purpose and value.

The study on the LAS control room has its focus primarily on artefacts used by the team, 
the physical environment the team works in and also how team members communicate with 
each other. In this very first study of its kind, the Evolutionary and Social Model were, because 
of time constraints, not yet incorporated. However, evolutionary and social considerations 
were taken into account.

In terms of the Physical Model, the authors concentrated on the larger scale on the room 
layout and on the smaller scale on the desks. Their focus was on whatever the team can hear, 
see or access (e.g. artefacts) from their working area and how communication is supported. 
The Information Flow Model represents an overview of how information enters the system 
(e.g. through an emergency call taken), is transformed (work process undergone to prioritise, 
communicate and allocate incidents) and leaves the system (e.g. by allocated ambulances at-
tending to the incidents). The Artefact Model considers the most relevant artefacts and how 
they shape, structure and empower cognition.

2.4.2 london underground victoria line control room

Webb (2004) applied DiCoT to line control at the London Underground Victoria Line 
control room and extended the framework by adding two more functional models, the Prac-
titioners Model and the Development of Practice Model. These two models were developed 
to aid understanding why a system is the way it is as the Physical Model, the Information Flow 
Model and the Artefact Model can only provide insight into how a system is at the moment. 

The Development of Practitioners Model looks at how the system improves through 
growing knowledge and experience and considers relationships and shared responsibilities be-
tween practitioners and the system. With this model, Webb incorporates Furniss’ and Bland-
ford’s (2006) considerations of how a system is socially organised. 

The Development of Practice Model captures how the system changed over the years in 
terms of organisational structure and technology. It takes into consideration that every system 
evolves somehow over time, which results in best practices as well as ones that are far from 
optimal. The Model strongly relates to DiCoT’s Evolutionary Model.

2.4.3 cancer treatment healthcare facility

McKnight and Doherty (2008) conducted a DiCoT analysis on patient process manage-
ment in a large cancer treatment healthcare facility. The hospital uses a mainly paper-based 
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system to evaluate around 5 to 10 new referrals per week for their suitability for surgery. The 
patients are not physically present in the facility until they are approved for treatment. A large 
number of clinicians and administrative staff collaborate in a continuously changing environ-
ment, therefore DiCoT was chosen as one of the analysis methods. 

The authors concentrated on the physical layout, the information flow and the artefacts. 
They reached the limits of the Physical Model by noticing that it is only to some extent ap-
plicable to such a mobile work environment like a hospital. Clinicians use a number of shared 
locations for their work, therefore analysing its spatiality can hardly be captured. Information 
Flow Model and Artefact Model brought more insights into the nature of the work. Most 
used artefacts are a notebook that includes relevant patient information, lists of patients that 
include their status and treatment and a file that is a collection of all documents related to 
one patient. As for the Evolutionary Model, McKnight and Doherty found that growing 
knowledge and trust between collaborating staff, organisational structures and other factors, 
contributed to changes in work practices over time. For example the use of certain areas and 
rooms (a room used for viewing angiograms is now a general meeting area) or the handling 
of paperwork (doctors keep their own patient files, which could be lost if staff changes). The 
Social Model brought up that the overall goal for all parties is to assess a patient’s cancer and to 
reach this decision through collaboration and use of various information sources (e.g. report 
from radiology). Other than processing patients, they want to keep the system safe and work 
efficiently.

Overall, the authors found DiCoT a useful analysis method. However, they recognised 
some limitations, especially when applying the Physical Model to this dynamic and mobile 
environment. The Information Flow Model and the Artefact Model also identified need for 
special considerations within the healthcare domain.

2.4.4 agile xp team

Sharp et al. (2006) used DiCoT to investigate how the use of story and task cards fa-
cilitates collaborative work in agile XP teams and how these cards relate to ‘The Wall’, which 
hosts the cards for the current iteration. Both, the story and task cards and the Wall, are tan-
gible key artefacts that, according to Sharp et al., deserve appropriate attention.  Sharp et al. 
enter new territory by approaching software teams from a DiCoT perspective. For their analy-
sis, they concentrate on the Flow Model in order to detect how information flows through, 
around and within the XP team. The index cards serve as mediating artefacts and the physical 
environment is also considered significant for teamwork.

Capturing the physical environment in which the XP works in, helped set the ground for 
the Information Flow and the Artefact Model as it built an overview. The Physical Model led 
to the artefacts, the Wall and the index cards, which are located within the physical environ-
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ment and flow around in a certain way. The cards distinguish stories, tasks and bugs from each 
other by different colours are placed to create common situation awareness. The Wall serves as 
a form of documentation, is updated continuously and also reminds the team of how and what 
progress was made. For the social considerations it was found that the team share responsibili-
ties as well as properties of cognition, which does not seem unusual for software teams.

In DCog manner, Sharp et al. formed a set of ‘what-if ’ questions and aim to answer these 
questions for potential system improvement. However, as the analysis only touched the sur-
face of XP team work practices, the authors propose further work as the insights gained so far 
have been quite promising.

The case studies discussed here are examples of how DiCoT has been applied in differing 
ways to different settings of team work and how the method has developed over time. In the 
beginning, the Social and Evolutionary Models were not yet fully incorporated, although con-
sidered. All studies mainly focused on how information flows around the system, what arte-
facts were involved and how everything was arranged physically. After reviewing  and learning 
from DiCoT studies conducted to analyse a system that operates in one location, it is interest-
ing to see how the method proves itself when being applied to the investigation of one system 
that operates differently in various places: the medical equipment library. Before highlighting 
the relevance of the framework for analysing medical equipment libraries as a team work set-
ting, Soft Systems Methodology as an extension to DiCoT is explained.

2.5 introduction to soft systeMs MetHodology

SSM’s origins lie in ‘Systems Thinking’ (Checkland, 1981; Checkland & Poulter, 2006). 
It is a soft approach of analysing the complexity of systems through identifying problematical 
situations and finding solutions. SSM pursues the philosophy of continuous improvement 
rather than direct problem solving, hence the methodology recognises complexity, ambiguity, 
dynamic changes and moreover different perceptions, assumptions and values – referred to as 
‘world views’ (German: “Weltanschauungen”). Similar to DiCoT, SSM aims at investigating 
a system, visualising relevant data in a useful way and analysing the current situation by ques-
tioning it. Ideally, the analysis arrives at action that can be performed to improve the situation. 
This requires maintaining a holistic view on the system and creating out-of-the-box ideas, like 
introducing training, a change of language, adding, removing or changing technology, push-
ing motivation, etc. 

SSM is about ‘finding out’, therefore it suggests drawing a Rich Picture in order to visual-
ise the problematical situation that is under investigation. Referring to DCog’s components 
of a system (humans as well as artefacts), a Rich Picture describes all these components, their 
relationships and their importance. In the early beginnings, engineers already recognised sys-
tems thinking to have potential of solving social problems. It follows that the Rich Picture can 
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inform DiCoT’s Information Flow and Social Models. This way of noting down a complex 
system makes it easy to continuously add new components and keep the big picture easily and 
quickly accessible at all times. 

Another helpful approach coming from SSM is the creation of Activity Models. They can 
be described as being similar to task flows or hierarchical task analysis. Activity Models include 
a Root Definition, which is a statement on the system activity. It is composed by considering 
the Customers for the system, the Actors, the system Transformation, the World view, the 
system Owner and the Environment within which the activity takes place. This framework is 
called CATWOE. The understandings that can be gained from Activity Models are closely 
related to the ones that come out of the Information Flow Model. However, they enable look-
ing at the system from different perspectives.

The techniques described above have been selected from SSM’s toolbox because of their 
perceived potential of contributing to DiCoT. How the Rich Picture, the Root Definition, 
CATWOE and the Activity Models influenced the analysis of medical equipment libraries is 
further discussed in Chapter 6.

2.6 relevance of dicot and ssM for investigating els

As discussed, DiCoT looks at socially and cognitively distributed components of a col-
laborative environment and how these are organised. The richness of such a system requires 
an analysis method that goes various ways and approaches different angles. Applying the prin-
ciples of DCog enables finding out about the nature of the work in an EL, about subtle activi-
ties, shared information and how it is communicated (Norman, 1993). Moreover, the analysis 
will show what makes these shared work processes smooth and effective and also what does 
not work well, is stressful and where inefficiency and ineffectiveness lies. 

As described in Section 2.3, the Information Flow Model concentrates on workflows, the 
people involved and how they communicate. It tracks how information is processed from one 
stage to another, which is particularly interesting for medical equipment libraries as it is a place 
that has a high device and data throughput by the nature of the work. The Information Flow 
Model and the Artefact Model are key for recording all artefacts and tracking how they move 
around the system. The Physical Model is from special interest to the study, because ELs rely 
a great deal on their physical arrangement. Equipment is stored and needs to be found easily, 
the according paperwork is organised in a certain way and located near the storage space, clean 
and dirty equipment needs to be clearly separated, maintenance and repairs require a dedi-
cated amount of space and so on. The physical space of an EL is dictated and limited by the 
available space in a hospital, but what is interesting here is how work is organised and arranged 
within this space to get close to optimal use and ‘best’ practice. Norman (1993) understands 
that the way in which work settings operate and function are essentially accidental and in no 
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way consciously designed. Years of experience and common routines of doing things, probably 
shaped by constraints of technology and rules, result in normally remarkably efficient prac-
tices. Interventions through new technology, inexperienced but open-minded staff or change 
of management and other circumstances may lead to minor changes and modified procedures, 
but what works works. Conversely, this evolution of work practices is prone to overlook possi-
bilities for improvement and may set standards and routines that are far from optimal. DiCoT 
offers ways to raise these issues through the Social and the Evolutionary Model. 

DiCoT has been applied to systems like ambulance control rooms, healthcare facilities 
and even software teams. To explore the method’s possibilities and limitations a bit further, 
several ELs are included in the study to inform the analysis of the system and also to be able 
to identify best practice.

All five models of DiCoT find their eligibility as in they account for all the processes an 
EL is involved in. To go beyond the insights that can be gained from techniques applied dur-
ing a DiCoT analysis, SSM is relevant for offering slightly different approaches. Contrary to 
DiCoT, SSM is less structured and more open to tackling the analysis of a complex system. Its 
techniques encourage thinking openly about a system works as whole without strictly separat-
ing different matters. It will be discussed in Chapter 6 that DiCoT attempts to arrive at im-
plications for a (re)design of the system. SSM aims at identifying ways of improvement. Both 
frameworks in combination seem to complement each other.
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3 MetHod

The following sections describe the methods and techniques used to investigate and ana-
lyse medical equipment libraries. Sections 3.1 and 3.2 describe straightforward and standard 
research methods like literature review, observations and interviews and how they have been 
tackled in this project. A more exploratory approach is outlined at the end of Section 3.2 and 
in Section 3.3. Besides the application of the five models of DiCoT and a selection of SSM’s 
tools and techniques, the use of a diary throughout the project is described here.

3.1 literature review

To conduct a DiCoT study of medical equipment libraries, sufficient background knowl-
edge is essential. This includes the internalisation of the tools and techniques of DCog, more 
importantly DiCoT, and learning how they have been applied by others in previous studies. 
Complementary, literature on SSM was consulted. Familiarisation with the history, written 
standards and other matters of ELs and getting hold of publications from sources like EBME 
(Electro-Biomedical Engineering), the NPSA (National Patient Safety Agency), the NAO 
(National Audit Office) and the MHRA (Medicines and Healthcare Products Regulatory 
Agency) proved to be very useful. EBME is a platform where medical device trainers, nurses 
and other medical-technical staff share their practical and theoretical knowledge. The NPSA 
is concerned with patient safety and informs and supports healthcare organisations. The 
MHRA ensure that medicines and medical devices work and are acceptably safe. In 2006, the 
agency published the device bulletin DB2006(05) (MHRA, 2006) as a guideline for health-
care and services organisations on how to manage medical devices.

3.2 data gatHering

The project was planned over a period of three months, which involved three weeks of 
intense data gathering. For the investigation of ELs, observation and interview were the two 
main methods. The observational visits included note-taking, sketching, taking photographs 
and informal interviews whenever possible. For the data gathering, three ELs3 were available. 
Additionally, the Medical Device Trainers Association (MDTA) expressed their interest in 
supporting this research project. They are already involved with UCL’s CHI+MED project 
and contributed by allocating interview partners.

3   In this report, the designations EL1, EL2 and EL3 stand for one of each of these equipment libraries.
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3.2.1 observations

In total, six visits to the ELs were undertaken, where EL1 was the main data point with 
four visits. Each observation session lasted about 1-4 hours, including informal conversations 
and interposed questions. The observations took place on different times of the day, on week-
days as well as on weekends. It was expected to find out about different work processes in the 
beginning of workday as well as at the end or during the day. Also, different kinds of work (for 
example administrative work or inventory) were expected to take place on expectedly less busy 
days like Saturday and Sunday.

Note-taking involved notes on what is happening, what artefacts are used, how they 
change and how they move around and also what communications take place between staff 
and over which channels. Questions that arise were noted in order to get answers at a later 
time. Answers to clarifying questions asked during observation, immediate thoughts on issues 
as they arise and ideas that spring to mind and were noted down. All notes were complemented 
by sketches of the room layout, scribbles of relevant artefacts and how they move around, and 
flow diagrams of tasks which were for their part complemented with descriptions. Eventually, 
photographs of interesting areas in the room and important artefacts were taken.

3.2.2 interviews

Three interviews with managing staff members of cooperating facilities were conducted, 
each of which lasted about an hour. The interviews’ purpose was to gain general knowledge 
about ELs and get more detailed information about the functions, responsibilities, social and 
evolutionary developments. More importantly, managers were able to validate findings and 
understandings from the observations. Because most interviews happened while exploring the 
facility, audio-recording was not always possible. Therefore, note-taking was the main way 
of data capturing. They included interviewees’ names, times, interesting findings, immediate 
thoughts, issues, questions and topics that arise and should be returned to later in the inter-
view.

In addition to face-to-face interviews, five telephone interviews with members of the 
MDTA and EBME were conducted. Each telephone interview lasted between 15 and 60 min-
utes was audio-recorded for transcription and further analysis. The interviewees were either 
managers, equipment coordinators or medical device trainers who were located in ELs. 

All interviews were semi-structured, which means that the questions covered the topics 
of main interest. A script with these leading questions was used to guide the interview and en-
sure fluidity. A list of the key questions is given in Table 2. The script was revisited and altered 
depending on the upcoming interviewee and their experience. Three of five interviewees were 
involved in setting up managed ELs in the early beginnings. The experience of these practi-
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tioners were the most valuable and interesting sources that later informed the Evolutionary 
Model of DiCoT. Other interviewees tackled the matter with a fresh and rather naïve eye. 
By nature, the interviews turned into conversations were a lot more, sometimes unexpected, 
information could be gathered.

 

3.2.3 ethical considerations

The project was undertaken with ethical approval of UCL and a valid Research Passport 
issued by the NHS Research & Development department. For observations and interviews, 
participants were in general either verbally (for observations) or in writing (for interviews) 
informed about the project and its aims. All participants were asked to give their consent for 
audio recording and the use of data for analysis. Because of potential disturbance of the work-
flows in an EL, employees were encouraged to express their concerns at any time. In that case, 
the observations would be discontinued for the day or suspended for a short time. Written 
agreements were signed by both, the participant and the researcher, and held in a safe place. 
To meet NHS’ safety and security policies and common data protection regulations, all data 
was anonymised (regarding names, job roles and such) and stored securely. This included pass-
word protected equipment for audio recordings or transcribed notes. After completion of the 
analysis, all raw data was destroyed.

table 2: Key interview questions in relation to dicot models

Key interview questions

What is your job role/background/experience?
In what relation stands the EL to other departments and the wards?
What are the functions/responsibilities/tasks of an EL?
How are records kept, which documents/artefacts are used?
How are these performed and by whom? 
What types of equipment are managed by the EL?
Are there any standards/procedures/guidelines to be followed?
How important is the location of the EL?
How is it physically organised?
What works particularly well?
What can be improved?
How and when did the idea of setting up an EL emerge?
What are the challenges when setting up an EL?
Where there any changes/adjustments made in the past?
Are there any changes/adjustments planned for the future?
Is the EL involved in training on devices and if yes, how is it handled? 
Is the EL involved in procurement of equipment and if yes, how is it handled?
Is the EL involved in adverse incident reporting and if yes, how is it handled?

five Models

IF Ph Ar So Ev
 x   x
    x
 x
 x x x
 x   x
 x  x
 x  x  x
  x
  x
 x x x x x
 x x x x x
     x
 x x x x x
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3.3 data analysis

As expected, both observations and interviews brought rich amounts of data that fed into 
DiCoT and SSM. Huge amounts of field notes and transcribed notes were colour-coded and 
annotated in order to identify relations to each of the models. Due to the nature of the analy-
sis, interview data was the main source for the Social and the Evolutionary Model, whereas 
sketches, photographs and notes from observations mainly informed the Physical, the Infor-
mation Flow and the Artefact Model. 

3.3.1 validation

The data gathering phase occupied a period of about three weeks, hence it was a continu-
ous process of building knowledge of the work in an EL. Validation of understandings of the 
work processes took place everyday and was encouraged by questions that led to more ques-
tions, by brief conversations with EL staff and by interviewing various managers and medical 
device trainers.

A more formal validation of the conclusions arrived towards the end of the project was 
undertaken by four interviewees. All validators were asked to read an excerpt of the thesis that 
includes relevant information and enables validators from all experience levels to give their 
feedback on the fidelity and usefulness. Their feedback is discussed in Chapter 5.

3.4 diary

Throughout data gathering, a diary has been kept. This diary served as a record of thoughts 
and how they developed throughout the process. It contained ideas and notes of directions 
and aspects for further exploration, short paragraphs of understandings and things learned, 
thoughts related to design implications for (re)design (before and after analysis), different 
directions or new paths speculated during data gathering, analysis and write up, challenges 
encountered that appeared to be relevant for DiCoT and drawings, sketches and diagrams to 
visualise these understandings. Its purpose was to keep track of the evolution of the project 
as well as a sort of schedule or outline of the work process. In the end, the diary itself became 
a useful artefact for the analysis. This is further expanded in Chapter 6, where methods and 
techniques are retrospectively examined.
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4 analysis

The following sections focus on the analysis of the processes and developments of equip-
ment libraries in the means of SSM and DiCoT. The chapter concludes by considering design 
implications in form of a hypothesised ‘ideal’ equipment library.

4.1 ssM selected tools and tecHniques

In addition to DiCoT’s five models, the theory of SSM animated other ways of visually 
understanding the work processes of an EL. For this study, the creation of a Rich Picture, a 
Root Definition, CATWOE definitions and two Activity Models were selected to explore 
SSM and to support the DiCoT analysis.

4.1.1 rich picture

The Rich Picture contains elements, parties, agents and other authorities that stand in 
any relationship to an EL. It serves as sort of a mind map to represent a bigger overview and 
understanding of ELs. The NHS, the NPSA and the MHRA are the authorities that advise, 
guide and heavily influence the work processes in ELs. EBME as a consultancy is also involved 
in regulating the management of medical devices. ELs often work with contracting parties 
who take care of dynamic mattresses or devices like infusion pumps. In general, manufacturers 
provide these pumps and replace them if necessary. They tie ELs to them by selling suitable 
consumables (leads, tubes, giving sets, syringes, three way taps, etc.). The strongest, and trian-
gular, relationship exists between the EL and the wards and departments and the patients of 
a hospital. The EL provides the wards and departments with fit-for-service equipment that is 
used for treating patients. All three parties concerned rely on each other in order to achieve 
and maintain a functioning and trustful relationship. This lies also in the interest of Clinical 
Engineering or Medical Electronics, which are the overseeing departments4 for ELs. Another 
term that has been captured for the department that oversees the EL can be EBME. The work-
shop is linked to the EL in terms of repairs and procurement. Sometimes, they even share the 
same facilities or are not perceived as underlying different authorities. Hospitals often operate 
a learning centre where medical device trainers run training sessions for nursing staff. In case 
there is no device trainer available, a responsible coordinator will identify training needs and 
organise the according trainings through external companies. These companies are mostly 
manufacturers or suppliers of the equipment concerned. Figure 1 shows the Rich Picture.

4   Clinical Engineering designates the department that oversees the EL. Other terms can be be EBME department, Medical 
 Physics, Medical Electronics or Clinical Technology.
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4.1.2 root definition, catwoe and activity Models

Root Definition: The Root Definition that describes the function of ELs reads as fol-
lows: “A medical equipment library is a centralised system in a hospital run by coordinators 
and technicians who manage medical devices in terms of delivery to and collection from the 
wards and departments upon request of clinical staff and in terms of cleaning and mainte-
nance of such devices, all in order to ensure availability of equipment and patient safety in an 
economical way.“ This Root Definition presents the EL from the view, the world view, of a 
hospital as it is concerned with patient safety and economics. 

CATWOE: The elements of CATWOE consider parties, agents and persons concerned 
with an EL and look at them from one specific perspective: the world view (W). The custom-
ers (C) of an EL can be summarised as clinical staff (nurses and doctors) and in a wider sense 
their patients. The actors (A) involved are equipment coordinators, technicians and their 
managers. Actors can also be portering service, site management and nursing staff, contract-
ing parties and others. The transformation (T) that takes place can briefly be described as the 
cleaning, decontamination and maintenance of socially clean, contaminated, broken or faulty 
equipment. In other words, used equipment is transformed into equipment that is fit-for-
service. The world view (W), owner (O) and environment (E) are almost represented by the 
same authority, which is the hospital. The world view deployed by the owner is an economical 

figure 1: rich picture
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and practical way of ensuring patient safety, all of which takes place in the hospital with its 
wards and departments as the environment. Table 3 summarises CATWOE’s elements and 
definitions. 

table 3: catwoe

definition

Clinical staff, patients

Coordinators, technicians, managers

Socially clean, contaminated or broken equipment 
             <=>
Clean, decontaminated and maintained equipment

Hospital’s world view considers an EL as economical and practical to ensure 
safety

Hospital/Clinical Engineering/EBME/Medial Physics/Clinical Technology/...

Hospital

catwoe eleMent

c customers

a actors

t transformation

w world view

o owner

e   environment
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Activity Models: Two tasks were identified as the main, overall activities performed by an 
EL. One of which is dealing with delivery requests, which is shown in Figure 2. This includes 
receiving a request, capturing the required information (on paper or in database), locating 
and checking the equipment for function and finally delivering the equipment to the ward or 
department that requested it.

4 ANALYSIS

figure 2: activity Model of a collection activity
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The second major activity is the collection of equipment, which is shown in Figure 3. 
This not only includes the collection of used equipment from the wards and departments, 
it is mainly defined by the cleaning and maintenance tasks performed upon collection. On 
occasion, equipment needs to be sent to the workshop for repair or service. Fit-for-service 
equipment is then securely stored within the infrastructure of the EL in order to be issued 
upon request.

 

figure 3: activity Model of a delivery activity
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4.2 tHe five Models of dicot

The following sections summarise each model in consideration of best practice examples 
and issues of concern and focus on one interesting factor. The distinction between the two 
types of findings occurred naturally as practices stood out by their either positive or negative 
impact on the work processes. The full analysis can be found in Appendix A. DiCoT’s 22 prin-
ciples5 mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.3 were considered where applicable. 

4.2.1 evolutionary Model

The concept of ELs in NHS trusts emerged about 15 years ago when medical engineer-
ing departments realised a need for better management of infusion devices. At that time, each 
hospital ward held a dedicated stock of equipment in their own, locked store. Audits under-
taken by visionaries found that some wards were constantly running short of infusion pumps 
whereas others hardly ever used their stock to full capacity. Another problem with equipment 
held by wards was the lack of maintenance. Batteries were not or not fully charged, settings 
were not reset and therefore could lead to incidents, broken or dirty equipment would lie idle 
because it was not fit-for-service, equipment got lost and maximum use of equipment was 
not achieved. Interviewees reported that about 60-70% of all infusion pumps lay idle most of 
the time although there was a perceived need for more infusion pumps. However, hospitals 
tended to have too many different types, which resulted in increasing incidents, training needs 
and higher maintenance demands.

In cooperation with the first visionary thinkers who initiated the introduction of central-
ised, staffed ELs, the NPSA, MHRA and NAO developed recommendations and guidelines 
for setting up and operating efficient ELs. In the beginning, clinical staff were very reluctant 
to give away their stock. Usually, after a few weeks, all wards and departments expressed their 
appreciation of the new service and greater acceptance was achieved. Money saved by reduc-
ing stock flowed into hiring library staff and purchasing new equipment to achieve stand-
ardisation. Standardisation is a goal that all hospitals and equipment libraries share, in order 
to minimise costs and training needs. In the end, this results in safer practice and minimises 
the occurrence of adverse incidents. Now, there are more and more ELs operating across the 
country, which benefit from prime examples and knowledgeable experts who share their ex-
periences. Cultural heritage and future technologies shape and influence today’s ELs. Device 
tracking becomes a bigger issue with libraries that manage more and more equipment. Many 
changes relate to the management of pressure relieving equipment from continuously grow-
ing throughput (e.g. dynamic mattresses), which is associated with high costs. Some ELs have 
gone from not managing dynamic mattresses at all to storing, delivering and collecting them. 
Some hospitals work with contracting parties who manage equipment fully (all tasks from 

5   In order to highlight these principles where they apply, they have been set in bold.
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collection, cleaning and maintenance to delivery) or partly (only cleaning and maintenance 
tasks). Others draw on the experience of external companies and engage them to run the EL 
independently. 

 
The timeline in Figure 4 shows how the practice of ELs developed over time. The idea 

and the need for duties carried out by today’s medical equipment libraries and the EBME 
departments developed slowly from the 1960’s on (Sandham, 2008). First, a safety code for 
the design and construction of electro-medical apparatus was set as a first national standard. A 
decade later, maintenance and management of medical equipment was considered for the first 
time by NHS hospitals. From then on, various documents [HTM 8, British Standard BS 5724 
part 1,  HEI 95 later IEC 60601-1, MDA DB9801, DB 9801, DB 2000(02)] were released, 
replaced, withdrawn, overwritten and in 2006 finally superseded by the MHRA’s Device Bul-
letin DB2006(05) – “Managing Medical Devices – Guidance for healthcare and social serv-
ices organisations”. This document considers purchasing, deployment, maintenance, repair 
and disposal of medical devices. It contains guidance on policy development and compliance. 
Relatively late, namely in the DB 9801 standard, it was recognised that maintenance, training 
and procurement were in need for better management. The NAO published a report on the 
management of medical equipment in NHS Acute Trusts in England that pointed out that 
training and procurement are issues of concern (NAO, 1999). It advises better involvement 
of technical staff in equipment acquisition and the non-clinical aspects of training on equip-
ment. The occurrence of adverse incidents and the reporting of them were major issues that 
forced the encouragement of trusts to follow and improve EBME standards. A huge influence 
factor for the DB2006(05) alert from the MHRA were visionary thinkers here and there who 
started setting up the first managed ELs. Before 1995, EBME departments took care of main-
tenance and management of medical equipment. This did not include the storage, delivery, 
collection, cleaning and in the longer term the standardisation of medical devices.

figure 4: development of practice 
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In the timeline, it is clearly visible that dense and more informed practice started to de-
velop from 1995 on and finally reached a pitch in 2006, when the DB2006(05) was released.

Interestingly, observations and interviews have shown that there are lots of changes going 
on at the moment. Hospitals are rebuilt, ELs relocated, investigations in preparation for intro-
ducing ELs are undertaken, ELs and workshops are merged or separated, changes in manage-
ment are happening and ELs grow. It is a continuous movement towards the improvement of 
equipment management. 

The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Evolutionary Model are listed in Tables 4 and 5.

table 4: best practice examples in the evolutionary Model

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

standardisation and training

Standardisation and training of equipment go hand in hand with procurement and are a major 
benefit of ELs

One of the major reasons why ELs are so important is the overall goal of achieving standardisation. 
This means the elimination of different makes and models of medical devices and the authorisation 
of wards and departments to purchase equipment without consulting the EL as well as the EBME de-
partment. It has been recognised that all sources reported highly similar procedures regarding pro-
curement of equipment. Many ELs initiated the disposal of all obsolete and variant equipment and 
the acquisition of new devices. Generally, several manufacturers are invited to present their prod-
ucts. Senior nurses from all wards and departments and qualified technical staff evaluate the equip-
ment in terms of usability, robustness and acceptance. Initial purchase costs are then compared 
against the cost of consumables (tubes, leads,  plastics, etc.) before a final decision is made. The 
procurement process then continues with sufficient training on the new equipment. Many companies 
send device trainers along with equipment, but most hospitals employ their own medical device 
trainers (e.g. EL1) or someone who is qualified to identify training needs (e.g. EL2). The trainers make 
sure that nursing staff receives appropriate training during the initiation phase. Appropriate training 
can be identified by a similar classification scheme EL3 uses: All equipment is categorised between 
1 and 5, where 1 indicates any harmless equipment that is near patients and 5 indicates high-risk de-
vices like volumetric infusion pumps. EL3 also makes sure that 80% of staff of each ward is properly 
trained. Other interviewees reported a well-known system that uses a traffic light scheme. Both, staff 
and equipment are categorised as red, yellow or green. Red indicates high-risk devices and can only 
be used by staff that have been trained accordingly and categorised as red. Training is offered and 
required frequently to refresh the users’ memory and familiarise them with software updates.
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table 5: issues of concern in the evolutionary Model

suMMary

issues of concern

detailed description

pressure relieving equipment

Pressure relieving equipment is associated with high costs

ELs try different strategies to keep the loan costs of dynamic mattresses at a minimum. Strategies 
include the management of pressure relieving equipment either fully carried out by the EL or in 
conjunction with contracting parties (equipment suppliers). Dynamic mattresses can be hired or pur-
chased, where both strategies have their advantages and disadvantages. To this day, most ELs hire 
the equipment and control their usage. Policies force wards and departments as well as equipment 
coordinators to not overly exceed loan times. This is to avoid dynamic mattresses sitting somewhere, 
not being used but still on expensive loan time. Such a case has been observed in EL1. Nursing staff 
is instructed to make a collection request as soon as a mattress is no longer in use. EL staff needs to 
respond to these requests right away to ensure cost efficiency.

suMMary

detailed description

device tracking

Device tracking is a big issue, but is tackled seldom

No current example of proper device tracking could be found. Although it is known and recognised 
that equipment does go missing, hardly any effort is put into tackling this issue. ELs simply accept 
that this can happen. Sometimes, equipment is lost for up to several months or even forever. De-
vices travel between wards when patients are transferred, patient monitors or some types of pumps 
leave the hospital with the patient and some pieces of equipment simply disappear in the wards 
closets and drawers for various reasons that brought up the idea of introducing ELs in the first place. 
The general policy is to reconstruct who loaned the equipment last and charge the respective ward 
or department with the replacement. However, inventories are carried out on rare occasions. Device 
tracking becomes a growing issue. EL3 was involved in a trial run for RFID tagging. The EL was 
supplied with 25 RFID sensors, which were attached to the outside of the devices. After the project 
finished, the management was not convinced of the additional value RFID tagging brings to the EL. 
Although the RFID system provided an equipment location accuracy of 5 metres and an accessible 
visual representation, equipment coordinators still preferred the T-card system for locating equip-
ment. Also, the RFID tag were from notable size and an awkward blob attached to a device, which 
complicated cleaning and required use with care to not detach them. This system with only a small 
number of tagged devices and access points that were not spread across all hospital wings may have 
influenced its efficiency. According to the management of EL3, RFID tagging is worth considering 
once the system has been developed further. It is known, that manufacturers plan on implanting 
RFID tags inside medical devices. Besides device tracking, such a system can allow updating soft-
ware, alerts for service or incidents and more. For now, it is not considered by most hospitals due to 
high cost and perceived impracticality.

suMMary

detailed description

best practice sharing

Best practice sharing between practitioners is not yet carried out sufficiently

Many official organisations (e.g. MHRA) do their best to inform practitioners through guidelines, 
alerts, reports, studies and conferences. This rather theory-based information lacks in providing 
insights in best practice examples of how to do things in the real world. EBME has set up a forum for 
practitioners that enables them to discuss their practices and share their experience. Such a platform 
is a first step towards best practice sharing. However, it would be beneficial to make these examples 
available in a more official manner. As mentionend in Section  4.2.1, setting up ELs only became 
straightforward around 2006. It is about time to look back and draw on the many sophisticated mod-
els and take ELs a step further towards optimisation.
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4.2.2 information flow Model

The high-level function of an EL is to provide wards and departments with fit-for-service 
equipment and to deliver it in a timely manner. The delivery of equipment is the so called 
system output. Contrary, an equipment delivery request is put into the system in order to 
undergo a certain process that leads to the desired output or goal. A high level input-output 
diagram is shown in Figure 5. The process between input and output includes the collection 
of equipment in order to perform cleaning (e.g. decontamination) and maintenance tasks (e.g. 
charging batteries, restore settings) as well as minor repairs and checks (e.g. if service is due). 
Fit-for-service equipment is stored in a safe place and issued upon request. Records are kept to 
keep track of the location, condition, availability and usage of equipment. 

 

The delivery process, and in some facilities also the collection process, is based on behav-
ioural trigger factors such as phone calls, verbal requests or other forms of formal or infor-
mal requests. Informal requests are transformed into formal requests as soon as the according 
paperwork is completed or a database entry is created. DiCoT calls this information trans-
formation, which occurs when the representation of information (informal or formal verbal 
request) changes (filled-in loan request form or database entry). 

The nature of an operating hospital usually requires the equipment librarian to immedi-
ately deal with a delivery request. Contrary, collection requests arrive in the EL whose coor-
dinators collectively act as a buffer. This means, that the request is held and fulfilled at a later, 
more appropriate time. This can be after the completion of a cleaning and maintenance task, 
after returning from a delivery round or simply the gathering of further collection requests or 
the awaiting of a delivery request. All these decisions about ongoing work and the sharing of 
workload are subject to communication between the equipment coordinators. 

The work in an EL is governed by information movement through the previously ex-
plained processes. Dirty equipment undergoes a process from arriving dirty, getting cleaned 
and maintained to being stored on the shelves and ready for issue. Information about what is 

figure 5: input-output diagram of an equipment library
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supposed to happen or already happened to this equipment is either communicated through 
speech, notes, gestures or by the nature of the work processes. 

Figure 6 gives an everyday example of such information flows between the wards and 
departments, the two equipment coordinators and the workshop, which is responsible for 
repairs. The arrows indicate how frequent communication between the equipment coordina-
tors occurs in comparison to the external parties. The scenario is described in more detail in 
Table 6.

 

figure 6: information flow of a typical scenario in an equipment library
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The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Information Flow Model are listed in Tables 7 and 8.

table 6: description of the events from figure 6

1 ward or department to equipment library
Equipment coordinator 1 (EC1) returns from a delivery journey and enters the room. The phone rings, 
s/he picks up and receives a request from a ward or department (W/D) nursing staff for a specific type 
of infusion pump. EC1 asks for details like type of pump, ward or department name, patient name and 
estimated return date and fills the information in the according fields on a loan request form. In the 
meantime, equipment coordinator 2 (EC2) is prepares another device for delivery by gathering tubes 
and leads. 

2 equipment coordinator 1 to equipment coordinator 2 
EC1 notices that EC2 is about to undergo a delivery journey and asks her/him to take care of the 
request that just came in. S/he provides information about the type of equipment and the department 
name and lets EC2 know that he would complete the request by entering the information into the 
database.

3 equipment coordinator 2 to ward or department 
EC2 arrives at W/D and delivers the requested device. S/he asks for a signature on the loan request 
form and returns back to the EL.

4 equipment coordinator 2 to equipment coordinator 1
EC2 hands the loan request form signed by W/D and makes a quick comment that this job is done 
now. S/he also notices that EC1 is completing other paperwork and offers to start with the cleaning of 
the infusion pumps EC1 collected about an hour ago.

5 equipment coordinator 1 to equipment coordinator 2 
EC1 appreciates the offer and informs EC2 that one of the pumps is broken and needs to be repaired 
by the Medical Electronics department (ME). EC2 picks up the pump marked with a label and finds 
out what the problem is.

6 equipment coordinator 2 to Medical electronics
EC2 phones ME and lets them know that there is an infusion pump that needs repair. S/he provides 
information about the problem, type of pump and also tells the asset number. ME ensures to collect 
the infusion pump soon and to take care of it.

7 equipment coordinator 1 to equipment coordinator 2
EC1 overhears the conversation of EC2 with ME and proceeds to manipulate the database entry of 
this infusion pump to indicate that it is currently under repair and not available. He communicates 
this information by a quick look at EC2 and making a thumbs-up gesture and moving his eyes to the 
computer monitor and back to EC2. EC2 nods and continues with cleaning and maintenance of the 
remaining pumps.
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table 7: best practice examples in the information flow Model

suMMary

detailed description

Monthly staff meetings

Monthly staff meetings open communication channels between all parties concerned and enable 
continuous improvement of collaboration

Another useful approach to optimise the work processes of an EL is bringing together representa-
tives of all participating parties to discuss issues, proposals and needs. These representatives can 
include all wards and departments, workshop technicians, equipment coordinators and their manag-
ers and perhaps medical device trainers. Continuous improvement is from interest to everybody. 
Therefore constructive discussions are a good way towards efficiency and effectiveness.

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

unique identification of equipment

Unique identification of equipment is a feature that eases the communication between 
inexperienced staff

It has happened that, due to habituation, nursing staff requested “IVAC pumps”, which only indi-
cates the manufacturer of the pump. A request like this does not give any indication of what type 
of pump is needed. Therefore, communication through unique identifiers is quicker and labelling 
of equipment and shelves made clearer. Untrained and inexperienced staff (e.g. portering service 
staff) do not need to be challenged with remembering models and makes, which eliminates false 
association and delivery. One good example of uniquely identifying equipment is the introduction of 
short combinations of letters and numbers that stand for complicated equipment names and types. 
For example, “D01” stands for a specific model of a feeding pump, whereas “D04” represents a suc-
tion pump. EL2 handed out information sheets to all the wards where these unique identifiers, the 
original make and model and a photograph of the regarding device are listed. This system’s benefits 
lie in the minimisation of miscommunication and misunderstandings when wards or departments ask 
for a specific pump. 

suMMary

detailed description

equipment usage reports

Equipment usage reports can be produced the identify trends, needs and issues

A very good example of measuring the frequency of use of equipment available in the library is to 
produce weekly usage reports. These reports can easily be generated from the database, which 
means it is minimum effort but high value. They contain information about what equipment is used a 
lot, what kind of equipment is requested seldom or lies idle and if there are any shortages. Equip-
ment managers can thus observe over months if there are any needs for acquisition of new equip-
ment or a reason for taking something of interest under investigation. For example, equipment 
may not be used because of usability issues or other reasons. Furthermore, such reports could also 
contain information on how long equipment stays on loan and what devices have a high throughput. 
In practice, equipment coordinators know these things from experience, but perception does not 
always match the numbers and managers need to be informed regularly.
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4.2.3 physical Model

There are two major factors in terms of the physical organisation: The allocation and use 
of the space available and the location of this space in relation to the wards and departments 
of the hospital.

Centralised ELs are relatively young facilities in the history of hospitals. Therefore, the 
space that was allocated to them tends to be rather small. Some ELs used or still use more than 
one room, which can be far from each other. However, librarians and their managers mastered 
using the available space in an optimal way by a sophisticated arrangement of equipment. 
High shelves are put against the wall and fit-for-service equipment is stacked in a way that is 
efficient and safe. In most ELs, sections are labelled to indicate what type of equipment can 
be found here. For manual handling issues, heavier items are stored on the lower shelves or 
on the floor beneath. Rarely needed equipment is stored on the upper shelves. ELs that have 
more space available tend to arrange the shelves in a way so they would reach into the room 
and can be accessed from two sides. Either way, the centre of the room is kept free to allow 
handling, temporarily storing and moving big items and trolleys. A workbench is available to 
carry out minor repairs and maintenance work. Various shelves and depositing surfaces are 
needed for tools, device manuals and books, a computer and sufficient lighting. One or two 
sinks or an additional shower tub are available for cleaning. Cleaning supplies, paper towel 
and safety glove dispensers as well as aprons are stored near there. An office desk with a com-
puter, printer, phone and file cabinets is used for office work like logging equipment in and 
out of the database, storing and handling paperwork and receiving requests. 

The room arrangement suggests four separate areas used for different tasks, which are 
shown in two differing examples in Figures 7 and 8 and described in Table 9. The diagrams 
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issues of concern

suMMary

detailed description

equipment collection

Equipment collection is often done in a rather ineffective way

It is common practice in ELs to do two equipment collection rounds per day. One immediately in the 
morning, to collect equipment that has been used over night and make it fit-for-service for the day. 
Another one in the afternoon, because patients naturally come and go and equipment is not used 
anymore. Unused equipment is collected in an assembly point, where equipment coordinators arrive 
with their trolleys and take it away for cleaning and maintenance. However, it has been recognised 
that EL1 handles collection of equipment differently. Wards and departments notify the EL whenever 
they are ready to release equipment. Although equipment librarians mostly gather 2-5 of these calls 
and list them to then go and collect the listed pieces, it seems to be inefficient. The journeys are 
time consuming and other work stays on hold. An upside of this practice is that availability of equip-
ment is guaranteed and dirty equipment never stays long at the wards’ assembly points.

table 8: issues of concern in the information flow Model
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demonstrate how EL1 and EL2 organise space and cognition with the available resources. 
Office work and repairs are handled in their dedicated space. Clean and fit-for-service equip-
ment is stored on the designated shelves, but the cleaning of equipment involves dirty equip-
ment coming in, temporarily being stored, then cleaned and finally properly stored on the 
shelves. The fact that dirty, sometimes contaminated, broken or faulty equipment and clean, 
fit for service equipment are dealt with in the same wider space requires communication and 
situation awareness. Ideally, clean and dirty equipment would be stored physically far from 
each other in designated clean or dirty areas.

Besides infusion devices, EL1 as a large facility also holds dynamic mattresses and bariat-
ric equipment (special equipment for heavy patients). In the far left corner is a workbench for 
repairs and services and a rather spacious cleaning area, whereas the office desk is on the imme-
diate right side of the main entrance. Equipment librarians in this facility are trying to achieve 
a more or less clear separation between areas with dirty or clean equipment. This works best 
for infusion pumps, which are stored in a dedicated space that is separated by a wall. 

EL2 is significantly smaller than EL1. It mainly manages infusion pumps and other port-
able devices. Despite of the limited amount of space, a workbench, cleaning area and office 
desk are situated here. Little space is available for temporary storage of dirty and to-be-cleaned 
equipment, but the layout of this EL still makes it fairly easy to distinguish between clean and 
dirty equipment. This is because clean equipment is stored on the shelves and waiting for is-
sue. Dirty equipment is placed close to the sink and taken care of immediately.

c

c

d r

o

figure 7: layout of el1
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Another very important factor that influences the impact an EL has on the safety of medi-
cal devices is where it is located. The fact that the EL as a hospital facility was introduced long 
after traditional hospitals were up and running for years forced the responsible persons to 
search and hunt for available rooms. Most hospitals were only able to find space in the lower 
ground floor or even the basement, others found more central locations but still at far ends. 
The location of an EL in relation to the hospital is important for the following reasons:

Long distances and manual handling issues: Library, nursing and portering staff who 
have to deliver (frequently), collect or pick-up small or large equipment have to walk long 
distances. This not only costs valuable time, but also raises manual handling issues when large 
and heavy items need to be carried, pushed or pulled and lifted. In general, the more central 
the EL is located the better it is for everybody who needs to access it.

Equipment is more likely to get damaged: Many devices, especially bigger ones, are on 
wheels and have to be rolled along floors for long distances. This overusing of the wheels and 
the vibration caused through transport results in exhausted equipment parts and unwanted 
damages. Also, the further the distance, the more likely it happens that equipment bumps 
against barriers like edges, steps, doors and such.

figure 8: layout of el2

o d

c
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table 9: Key for figures 7 and 8

definition

clean area where equipment is stored
dirty area where equipment is temporarily held for cleaning
office area where records are kept
repair area where equipment is maintained and repaired

Key

c
d
o
r
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Quiet and dark location causes fear in nursing staff: Out-of-hours stores or ELs that are 
located far away from wards and departments on quiet and dark corridors that can be accessed 
by persons strange to the hospital can cause fear in nurses and results in hesitation to access 
the facility. This is especially problematic for the returning of equipment on weekends and the 
following workload for librarians on Monday mornings.

Out-of-hours management: Out-of-hours stores or ELs that are located centrally, for 
example close to the Site Management office, equipment can be managed better in terms of 
time, effort and monitoring.

The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Physical Model are listed in Tables 10 and 11. 
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table 10: best practice examples in the physical Model

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

central location of el

A central location of the EL has many advantages for the service

During the investigation and detection of best practice across various examples, it was found that 
almost all ELs are located at far ends or lower ground floors. The Physical Model highlights the ben-
efits a more centralised facility has. This includes better and safer management of equipment, more 
efficient time management and finally greater presence, awareness and appreciation of the service.
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4.2.4 artefact Model

ELs differ in the amount and the importance of artefacts used during normal work proc-
esses. The range includes:

- Loan request forms on paper
- Database (computer, monitor and input devices)
- T-card system
- Delivery or collection request lists, temporary
- List of equipment that needs cleaning, temporary
- “I am clean” labels
- Post-it notes for informal communication
- Temporary lists and notes to aid coordination of resources

The three most important, mediating artefacts used in a functioning EL are the equip-
ment loan request form, the T-card system and temporary lists and notes to aid coordination 
of resources.

Loan request forms on paper: Every time a ward requests a piece of equipment, a loan re-
quest form needs to be filled in. It usually contains information about the type of equipment, 
the date, an estimated return date, the name of the ward or department, the patient’s name, 
details (weight, infection risk, etc.) about the patient if necessary (e.g. for dynamic mattresses) 

table 11: issues of concern in the physical Model

suMMary

detailed description

bad lighting conditions

Bad lighting conditions are given in most ELs, especially around the cleaning and repair areas, where 
sufficient lighting is crucial

Most equipment libraries are furnished with a work bench where minor or all repairs are carried out. 
The nature of such work involves the fiddling around with small, fine parts and therefore requires 
good lighting conditions. Work benches are placed against the wall, which means that the technician 
blocks the light coming from the ceiling with is back. Only sometimes desk lamps have been found 
on the work benches.

suMMary

issues of concern

detailed description

labelling of storage areas

Labelling of storage areas is not always done properly in ELs

‘Unique identification of equipment’ was mentioned before as a best practice example in Section 
4.2.2. Contrary, it has been observed that not all ELs place prominent labels on the shelves to indi-
cate what type of equipment is stored there. Normally, this is no issue for experienced equipment 
coordinators. But temporary staff or novices (especially porters who are not necessarily familiar with 
medical devices) may have difficulties finding the right piece of equipment.
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and an indication of urgency. The information of these loan request forms is entered into the 
database in an altered way. The patient’s name may not be logged into the database, but details 
like the asset number, the exact delivery time and confirmation of delivery are added. The loan 
request forms are then stored in a folder or file cabinet for periods ranging from a month to a 
year.

T-card system: The T-card system consists of cards shaped like a T, where the upper part 
contains the device’s asset number in form of a barcode or number, and a panel with slots 
where the T-cards can be put in. How the information on these cards can be organised is dem-
onstrated in Figure 9. The T-card panel is structured by using labels to indicate the wards and 
departments. Equipment librarians also tend to use dedicated colours or colour combinations 
for different types of equipment in order to aid visual search. Every piece of equipment comes 
with a T-card, which is taken from the device as soon as it goes out to a ward and is then put in 
the according slot on the panel. An exemplary T-card panel is shown in Figure 10. The infor-
mation that can be read from the T-card panel is rather limited as it only contains some form 
of colour-coding, asset numbers, the type of equipment and indication of its location. The 
T-card panel can be read by looking at the distribution and amount of T-cards allocated to 
the wards and also by estimating the availability and use of types of equipment by recognising 
the colours of the T-cards. The panel also serves a simple way of back-up, as it is still available 
in case there is a server error, blackout or another problem with the database. It also creates 
scaffolding, which means that the equipment coordinators exactly know how many pieces of 
equipment and which ones are currently out and where. The physical activity of placing the 
T-card onto the panel is a subtle bodily support, aids the librarians’ memory and is part of a 
process they undergo when dealing with a request.

type of equipment

figure 9: t-card of el2’s t-card system

asset number

barcode
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Temporary lists and notes to aid coordination of resources: These lists and notes are 
more like a group of undefined artefacts that vary greatly in their existence, appearance and 
form across ELs. Rather unofficial artefacts are post-it notes, white space on forms and lists, 
snippets of paper, the back of the hand or other inventive spaces to capture little reminders, 
lists, notes and hints to perform certain tasks. For example: When equipment coordinators 
go out on one of their journeys to collect equipment, they generally return with one or more 
fully loaded trolleys. It has been observed, that somewhere (e.g. at the bottom of a loan request 
form), a list is made with information like type of equipment, asset number and ward collected 
from. Then, whenever a piece of equipment from the list has been cleaned, maintained and 
stored, the equipment coordinator would manipulate the database entry and mark the equip-
ment as fit-for-service and available. Finally, they would cross off the respective note from the 
list. This list, which is written down wherever space was available, is temporary and only serves 
as a reminder and also progress record for the equipment coordinator. Another example has 
been mentioned in Section 4.2.2, where a post-it note with a few words not only aided the 
coordination of resources, but also goal parity. In other words, the post-it, which was placed 

category 
(e.g. ward name)

colour-coded t-card 
(e.g. suction pump)

colour-coded t-card 
(e.g. ecg monitor)

colour-coded t-card 
(e.g. volumetric pump)

figure 10: t-card panel of el2
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highly visible on top of a trolley full of infusion pumps, gave indication of the current state 
and the goal state of these infusion pumps and also unmistakably created a link between the 
message of the note to the trolley and its load.

The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Artefact Model are listed in Table 12.

table 12: best practice examples in the artefact Model

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

reduced paperwork

Reduced paperwork reduces information flows and can be achieved by simplifying the system, which 
includes reducing artefacts

It is common practice for equipment librarians to fill in paper loan requests in order to capture all re-
quired details for an equipment request. Very few ELs do not use paper forms, but enter all informa-
tion directly into the database. On the one hand, the redundancy of information when entered into 
the database serves as a backup. On the other hand, it is inefficient to process each request twice. A 
good IT infrastructure ensures backup and reduces redundant paperwork.

suMMary

detailed description

colour-coded t-card system

Colour-coded T-card systems can bring many benefits to an EL

A point has been made about redundant paperwork and backup. A backup system that also aids 
database entry and device tracking is a T-card system which is currently used by several equipment 
libraries, including EL2 and EL3. It consists of T-cards and a T-card panel with slots for these cards. 
The cards contain the asset number, the name of the equipment, a dedicated colour for this type 
of equipment and in some cases barcodes. These barcodes enable scanning of the asset number. 
The panel is structured in a way so it represents all wards and departments that interact with the EL. 
In case a ward name changes, it can easily be replaced. T-cards are allocated to the wards depend-
ing on which devices are currently loaned by them. The panel is big enough to be able to host all 
wards and departments of the hospital and to allow more than enough slots for all the equipment’s 
T-cards a ward can possibly occupy. The system and its components were explained and visualised 
in Section 4.2.4. Its value lies in a backup system that enables equipment coordinators to grasp the 
distribution and availability of equipment at a glance without having to browse the shelves or search 
the database. This is also enabled by mounting the panel onto the wall where it can be seen at all 
times. An additional feature was discovered during observation in EL3: paperclips (see Figure 11). At 
the end of the shift, an equipment librarian places a paperclip on the last T-card in each row (a ward 
or department section on the panel). Then, at the beginning of the next shift, s/he can easily see 
what equipment has been taken out during out-of-hours by portering service staff. These T-cards are 
placed below the one with the paperclip. In order to remind porters of putting the cards in the ac-
cording slot on the panel, the individual T-cards are directly attached to the devices where they can 
hardly be missed.  Moreover, in EL3, the T-card panel can not be overlooked, because it is placed 
directly next to the door. Whenever a person removes equipment from the library, the panel serves 
as a reminder to detach the T-card from the device and put it in the right slot on the panel.
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4.2.5 social Model

Socially distributed properties of cognition are defined by shared as well as clearly di-
vided properties. Within an EL, only a few people collaborate, communicate and use the same 
resources. As mentioned in Chapter 2, Section 2.1, these people can be nurses, technicians or 
device trainers who are qualified and trained to fulfil the duties of equipment coordinators. 
They share the same responsibilities for achieving the same goal. It follows that knowledge 
and skills are redundant, which is necessary for a functioning work environment. What makes 
ELs work is the division of tasks and the sharing of workload. The fact that all librarians are 
able to perform all tasks enables a continuous balance of workload and the meeting of their 
goals. Whenever special expertise is needed, for example repair of equipment or training on 
devices, qualified departments and persons are approached. 

ELs are small organisations in terms of their social structure. Their relation to other or-
ganisations within the hospital reveals how central ELs are. The act as hubs between patient’s 
needs (e.g. safe and immediate treatment), nursing staff ’s needs (e.g. enabling their work, train-
ing), workshop’s responsibilities  (e.g. by transmitting faulty or broken equipment or identify-
ing need for equipment replacement or procurement) and Clinical Engineering’s legitimacy 
(e.g. in contributing to meet the hospital’s needs). In return, ELs rely on all these parties and 
some others (e.g. portering service) to function. 

The social and goal structure of an EL is presented in Figure 12. The overall goal of all 
parties involved is fit-for-service equipment (see Table 13). Every party has a slightly different 
perspective on this shared goal: Wards and departments want to know that it is available and 
can and will be delivered whenever they need it. This ensures a trustful relationship between 

figure 11: paperclip as indicator for last item taken out

colour-coded t-card 
with paperclip
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them and the EL and increases the satisfaction with the service. The workshop wants to be 
able to provide functioning equipment. Clinical Engineering wants to be sure that all devices 
are managed properly to maintain or even improve patient safety.  The EL wants to meet all 
parties’ goals by providing fit-for-service equipment. This means that the charge nurse and the 
equipment coordinators work together to perform necessary tasks like collection, cleaning, 
maintenance, service, repair, storage and record keeping. Depending on the organisation and 
resources within a hospital, some factors may interfere with this procedure running smoothly. 
Especially critical is record keeping and the availability of equipment during hours in which 
the EL is not operating. Some ELs rely on portering service to deal with delivery requests. 
This can cause problems in terms of proper record keeping and delivery times. Porters are re-
sponsible for a wide range of duties in a hospital, which means they often find themselves too 
busy to take their time for filling in forms properly and reacting immediately to requests. Dur-
ing weekends, equipment is taken from the library but not returned. This results in a higher 
workload on Mondays for equipment coordinators as well as a potential, however temporary, 
shortage of equipment.

figure 12: social and goal structure of an equipment library
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The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Social Model are listed in Tables 14 and 15. 

4 ANALYSIS

table 14: best practice examples in the social Model

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

out-of-hours handling

Out-of-hours are handled differently in every EL. There a good and not so good examples

ELs allow access to their premises during nights and weekends. This can cause various problems, 
one of which is record keeping. Portering service staff, nursing staff or whoever has access to the EL 
are authorised to loan equipment whenever needed. However, this authorisation includes filling in 
loan request forms and giving all details required. Due to lack of knowledge, willingness or time of 
hospital staff, it is often the case that this paperwork is not filled in sufficiently. Important informa-
tion, for example the ward name or the name of the person who took the equipment, is missing or 
other parts of the forms are incomplete. On rare occasion, no record is kept at all. These incidents 
force ELs to install CCTV or swipe card readers and to dedicate unnecessarily high amounts of their 
time to track down devices. Another problem is that during out-of-hours, the shelves of the EL get 
emptier and emptier, whereas the assembly points on the wall fill up with unused equipment. This 
is especially critical over bank holidays that leave the EL unmanned for more than 2 days. One best 
practice example of handling out-of-hours times is EL1, which also operates on weekends. Week-
end shifts of about 6 hours per day where all necessary tasks are performed by only one equipment 
coordinator ensures that the wards and departments are supplied with the equipment they need 
in an appropriate condition. Also, the EL keeps tracking down equipment, dealing with incomplete 
paperwork and accumulated cleaning and maintenance tasks to a minimum. For night hours, EL1 
allows access to a storage room that is separated from the actual equipment library, where high-use 
equipment like infusion devices are stored. Every ward and department has access to this out-of-
hours store and is responsible for filling in the according paperwork themselves. The operation of 
such a storage room requires daily checking, record keeping and restocking, but it minimises the risk 
of unauthorised staff messing around with the actual EL and its organisation.

table 13: Key for figure 12

Key

g
sg1
sg1.1
sg1.1.1
sg1.1.2
sg1.1.3
sg1.1.3.1
sg1.1.4
sg1.1.5

ce
el cn
el ec1
el ec2
Me
w/d

definition

Goal: Provide/Receive fit-for-service equipment
Subgoal 1: Deliver fit-for-service equipment to the wards and departments
Subgoal 1.1: Collect dirty equipment from wards and departments
Subgoal 1.1.1: Clean and decontaminate collected equipment
Subgoal 1.1.2: Maintain (charge batteries, restore stettings, etc.) equipment
Subgoal 1.1.3: Check equipment (if functioning, if service is due)
Subgoal 1.1.3.1: Repair or service equipment
Subgoal 1.1.4: Store equipment
Subgoal 1.1.5: Keep record

Clinical Engineering
Equipment Library - Charge Nurse
Equipment Library - Equipment Coordinator 1
Equipment Library - Equipment Coordinator 2
Medical Electronics
Wards and Departments
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4.3  findings

4.3.1 design implications and future scenario

The best practice examples have been considered as design features that can be beneficial 
to any EL. Rosson and Carrol (2002) came up with a claims analysis that is explored by Furniss 
(2004) in order to bring DiCoT analysis to design. Tables 16 and 17 each show a claims analy-
sis where these features are analysed in terms of their potential advantages and drawbacks for 
the system. The analysis allows one to hypothesise the implications these features have on an 
EL and if they should be implemented. This useful for examining a proposed (re)design and 
is especially important before taking action and make major changes, like moving the facility 
to a more centralised location.

The best practice examples and the issues of concern discussed so far lead to considera-
tions for improvement. In combination with the claims analyses’ a hypothesised, ‘ideal’ EL can 
be created and outlined in a scenario.

table 15: issues of concern in the social Model

suMMary

detailed description

Health and safety regulations

Health and safety regulations are not always followed by staff

It has been observed that not all equipment librarians use gloves when handling dirty equipment. 
Better education about the risks (e.g. infection) and a more strict policy would increase awareness 
and acceptance.

suMMary

issues of concern

detailed description

socially clean equipment

Socially clean equipment needs to be tagged and gathered on the wards for collection by the EL, 
but wards often forget or ignore the policy

Most policies obligate wards and departments to return equipment in a socially clean condition. This 
means, that any obvious soiling has been removed, the equipment is wiped and is not infectious. 
Regardless, equipment coordinators will thoroughly clean and decontaminate any equipment they 
collected from the wards. Furthermore, unneeded equipment is collected by the equipment coordi-
nators from an assembly point. Nursing staff are asked to attach “I-am-clean” labels to socially clean 
equipment. Cleaning as well as labelling tasks are more than often ignored or forgotten due to lack 
of motivation or time. Currently, it is the ELs duty to deal with this ongoing issue.
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unique identification 
of equipment

out-of-hours handling

equipment usage reports

Monthly staff meetings

central location of 
equipment library

reduced paperwork

colour-coded t-card system

standardisation and training

feature

(+) minimises miscommunication and misunderstandings between  
  wards and departemts, the EL and portering service
(+) no need for untrained or inexperienced staff to remember 
  complicated names, models and makes of equipment intro-
  duction of such a new system can lead to confusion

(+) equipment is collected, cleaned, maintained and available  also  
  during weekends; reduces risk of equipment shortage
(+) incomplete paperwork and the tracking down of therefore lost  
  equipment is kept to a minimum
(-) weekend shifts increase staffing costs
(-) operating an extra out-of-hours store means extra effort

(+) easy monitoring of EL
(+) allows to identify trends and issues

(+) opens up communication a channel for all parties interacting with  
  or through the EL
(-) takes up extra staff time

(+) reduces the risk of equipment overuse or damage
(+) allows easier out-of-hours management
(-) difficult to realise because space and premises are often un-
 available

(+) reduces redundancy of information and transfer errors
(-) removes paper backup

(+) enables overview at one glance
(+) easy system for keeping records
(-) it can be easily forgotten to place the T-card on the panel

(+) standardisation reduces equipment cost
(+) training becomes easier and more efficient
(+) risk ratings increase patient safety
(-) disposal of outdated equipment requires effort
(-) procurement process needs to be initiated

pros (+) or cons (-)

table 16: claims analysis of the best practice examples
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4.3.2. the ‘ideal’ equipment library

Besides a well developed policy that states the types of equipment managed by the EL, 
operating hours and out-of-hours procedure, information about staff and their roles, benefits 
of the EL and information on who can loan equipment and how to do so, the ‘ideal’ EL should 
optimise its actual, hands-on work practices.

The following section is an attempt to outline recommendations for an ‘ideal’ EL, which 
have been identified through the five models of DiCoT and directed by the best practice ex-
amples and issues of concern from Section 4.2.

(+) labels on shelves make it easier to find and restock equipment,  
  especially for inexperienced staff

(+) equipment is collected, cleaned, maintained and available also  
  during weekends; reduces risk of equipment shortage
(+) incomplete paperwork and the tracking down of therefore lost  
  equipment is kept to a minimum
(-) weekend shifts increase staffing costs
(-) operating an extra out-of-hours store means extra effort

(+) avoids loosing equipment, which results in cost savings and less  
  effort tracing equipment
(+) software updates could be distributed more easily
(+) tags can send alerts (when service is due or equipment is faulty)
(-) very expensive
(-) pilot projects could not convince of the benefit RFID brings in  
 comparision to a T-card system

(+) EL could work more efficiently if cleaning is done properly by the  
  wards and departments
(-) the risk of cross infection could be minimised
(-) nursing staff spend more time on cleaning

(+) scheduled collection times are more efficient
(-) requests for pressure releaving equipment collection must be  
 treated independently

(+) risk of infection can be minimised
(-) staff need to be instructed, reminded and controlled regularly
(-) some regulations interfere with practicality

(+) better lighting conditions ease work and enable precise work
(-) new installments and adjustments cost money, time and effort

(+) can inform current practices and result in improved systems
(+) can inspire new ideas and innovations
(-) bears the risk of spreading ideas that can have a negative impact  
 on current practices

(+) good management decisions results in cost savings and a better  
  service
(-) bad management decisions increases cost and hinders the service
(-) finding the best solution takes time

labelling of storage area

out-of-hours handling

device tracking

socially clean equipment

equipment collection

Health and safety 
regulations

bad lighting conditions

best practice sharing 

pressure relieving 
equipment

feature pros (+) or cons (-)

table 17: claims analysis of the issues of concern
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ELs centralise all types of equipment that are used frequently and by many wards and de-
partments in order to minimise cost, maintain patient safety by managing equipment in terms 
of cleaning, maintenance, service and repairs and ensure availability of fit-for-service equip-
ment. This is particularly true for volumetric pumps and other infusion devices and pressure 
relieving equipment like dynamic mattresses. These types of equipment need to be managed 
efficiently. This also includes acquisition and training.

Record keeping is very important for ELs. Records give information about each item’s 
state and its current location. 

There are four crucial things needed for keeping these records:
- Database
- Loan request information
- T-card system
- Device tracking

Database: The database holds a list of all pieces of equipment and logs information like 
usage, service due dates, carried out repairs, purchase date, planned disposal date, location, 
availability, risk rating, type, asset number, owner, manufacturer, model, make, value and such. 
Equipment usage reports are created regularly and frequently and optionally also on demand. 
The database can only be accessed and edited by EL staff and its managing department(s). It 
runs on a robust server and is backed up regularly and frequently. The computer that runs the 
database software is in the office area.

Loan request information: Each loan request requires detailed information about the 
name of the ward or department which loans the equipment, the name of the person who 
removed the equipment from the library, date and time of removal, estimated return date, the 
name and other necessary details about the patient (e.g. weight or condition). This informa-
tion can be gathered via a paper-based loan request form, an online form sent via intranet 
or verbally. The paper-based version is outdated, time-consuming and error-prone, because 
information needs to be transferred to the database and creates redundancy. Verbally provid-
ing information is no proper form of record keeping and raises the issue of incompleteness or 
complete lack of information gathering. Therefore, a system that records each request directly 
in digital form avoids redundancy. This can be realised through online request forms that are 
filled in by wards and departments or equipment librarians and sent and received via intranet. 
Requests can then be processed and automatically linked with the database. Another option 
is a stationary touch-screen terminal that allows the filling in of the form out-of-hours and 
without needing access to the actual database. This process can be enhanced by a swipe card 
reader and a barcode scanner. The swipe card reader would automatically capture the name of 
the (authorised) person who removes the item from the library and the asset number of the 
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equipment by scanning the barcode from the T-card. The T-card is part of the T-card system, 
which is discussed below. The terminal would be placed next to the exit in order to serve as 
reminder. 

T-card system: The T-card system consists of T-cards and a panel. Each T-card belongs 
to one piece of equipment and contains the type of equipment (unmistakably and unique, 
supported by a short, easy-to-remember and code-like identification) and the asset number. It 
is colour-coded, which means the colour indicates the type of equipment. The T-card panel 
contains all wards and departments that loan equipment from the library. Whenever a piece 
of equipment is removed from the library, its designated T-card is placed in a slot under the 
according heading. The T-card panel itself is located close to the office area and next to the 
exit in order to serve as a reminder for keeping records and placing the T-card.

Device tracking: Currently, tracking devices is clue-based. This means that the database 
can only tell the current location of the equipment (e.g. ward), but RFID tagging enables lo-
cating equipment more accurately (e.g. exact room on ward). WIFI access points and RFID 
tags continuously communicate with each other and can track every single piece of equipment 
exactly to the metre. Whenever equipment travels between wards, the RFID tag would up-
date the location in the database and keep track of the item’s journey. The RFID tag can alert 
service due dates, faulty functioning or where and when equipment left the zone of coverage 
(e.g. by leaving the hospital) and it can receive software updates via WIFI access points. Ide-
ally, RFID tags cannot be removed from the equipment and are built-in by the manufacturers. 
RFID tagging can enhance the record keeping system through the terminal discussed earlier 
by replacing the information entering step. Furthermore, RFID tags can alert the EL when-
ever a piece of equipment is placed at the assembly point for unused equipment that can be 
collected. A simple interface informs equipment librarians where to collect equipment and if 
there is a need for more then one or two collection rounds a day.

Besides equipment usage reports, regular and frequent staff meetings between representa-
tives of all parties that interact with the EL can contribute to a continuous improvement of 
the services as well as collaboration. Issues like the cleaning of equipment on the wards, the 
compliance of health and safety regulations and the library policy, delivery times and library 
operating hours can be addressed here.

Ideally, the EL is located in central place, easily accessible by all wards and departments 
that interact with the library, but on a safe corridor that only permits access to authorised 
personnel (e.g. by swipe ID card or personal pin code as mentioned earlier). This ensures safe 
storage of equipment and keeps away patients, visitors and other persons strange to the hos-
pital. More importantly, it allows the monitoring of who goes in and out and when, which is 
crucial for device tracking.
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An ‘ideal’ EL has four, clearly defined areas:
- area for dirty equipment and cleaning
- area for clean, fit-for-service equipment and storage
- area for repair and maintenance
- area for office work (e.g. record keeping, computer with database, file storage, etc.)

Dirty and clean equipment need to be clearly separated to eliminate risk of cross infection 
or confusion. Clean equipment that awaits repair needs to be placed in the dedicated area for 
repair and maintenance in order to avoid confusion. The office area should be located next to 
the entrance for easy communication and unnecessary stay of library visitors near equipment. 
Repair and office area should be close enough to enable verbal communication between the 
operators, but maintain enough distance to allow concentrated work. The organisation of the 
room layout contributes to safety, the flow of work processes and situation awareness. The 
office area next to the door with its loan forms, the T-card system and the database serve as a 
reminder for everybody to keep records before taking away equipment from the library.

Beyond a clear distinction of different areas, an EL benefits from organising these areas in 
a clever way. This includes labelling the shelves in the storage area in order to clearly designate 
what is stored where. Storing heavier items on the ground or lower shelves and keeping the 
storage area clean and dust-free to maintain cleanliness. Furthermore, shelves should be stable, 
easily accessible and equipped with plenty of and widely distributed power plugs for charging. 
All areas should be well lit, but this is especially true for the repair and maintenance and also 
the cleaning area. 

The following Figures 13 to 16 visualise, what these implications mean in terms of the 
Physical and the Artefact Models of DiCoT. Figure 13 shows the physical layout of EL1 as-
is. A key is given in Table 18. The physical layout of EL1 has been reorganised in Figure 14 
to achieve a clearer distinction between the four main areas. The office area has been moved 
to the upper left corner in order to gain more space for storing clean equipment. The repair 
area finds a new space in the lower right corner, which enables the area for cleaning and dirty 
equipment to expand to the top right corner. This way, additional space for the clean area is 
gained. The arrow in Figure 13 indicates the criticality in the current room layout. Clean and 
dirty equipment cannot be separated easily, whereas the room layout in Figure 14 allows for 
a clearer separation. Figure 15 serves as a base for visualising the simplified process of loaning 
equipment (see Figure 15 and Table 19 for explanations). Finally, a T-card with a unique iden-
tification code, asset number and type of equipment is presented in Figure 16.
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figure 14: Modified  room layout of el1

figure 13: layout of el1

table 18: Key for figures 13 and 14

definition

clean area where equipment is stored
dirty area where equipment is temporarily held for cleaning
office area where records are kept
repair area where equipment is maintained and repaired
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figure 15: process of loaning equipment in modified el1

Key
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definition

take device from shelf

activate terminal by ID (card or pin code)
terminal identifies person and memorises ID
place item in scanning area
terminal reads information from RFID tag and manipulates according database entry (also 
adds memorised ID)
confirm and complete process by ID (card or pin code)

detach T-card from item and place in T-card panel

remove device from EL

table 19: Key for figure 15

figure 16: Modified t-card
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5 validation

In order to validate the findings and conclusions drawn from the analysis, four practition-
ers were asked to give their feedback. Their experience with ELs varies greatly. Two validators 
were chosen, because they have set up many ELs in their career and are on the continuous run 
of making changes and enhancing work processes. The other two are currently undergoing the 
process of setting up or reorganising an existing EL and are relatively new to the concept of 
managed ELs. In order to get feedback in a structured way, all validators were asked to answer 
a short questionnaire. The main questions are listed in Table Q. 

“Useful information in best practice, which will be of use in the 
proposed implementation of libraries for all infusion devices.”

Overall, the valdiators found the report interesting and informative. The less experienced 
practitioners were with ELs, the more information they could extract from it. The best prac-
tice examples and issues of concern proved to be useful, especially for managers who are in the 
process of setting up or improving an EL. They found the report useful for guidance and in-
spiration as well as for confirmation of their own ideas. More experienced practitioners agreed 
with most of the findings, although some of them were rated as almost impossible to imple-
ment due to high cost (e.g. RFID tagging, relocation of library, nurses attending staff meet-
ings). The validators found the report complete, but registered a few areas of interest that have 
only been touched and deserve more attention:

“Where is the funding coming from for 
the setting up of an equipment library?”

A big interest concerns the funding of setting up a new EL. The financial aspects and re-
turn on investment have not been covered in this report, because observations and interviews 
mainly focused on current practices and finding examples for best practice. No questions con-
sidering funding were asked. 

table 20: Key questions for validation

Is there anything else you would like to comment on?

Did you miss certain topics or facts you think should be included? If yes, which?

Key questions

Did you find the report or parts of it useful in any way?

Did you find the report interesting?

Did you learn anything new from reading this report?
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“Who should be responsible for 
running the equipment library?”

It was unclear to validators who should be running the EL. The analysis did not attempt 
to determine staffing matters. It was understood that equipment coordinators present them-
selves with various backgrounds (nurses, technicians, medical device trainers or external com-
panies) and are trained to carry out all necessary duties in the EL.

“I think there is a need to emphasise the governance link in 
adverse event investigation when a medical device is implied.”

Validators suggested to concentrate more on adverse incident reporting and how ELs are 
involved, because this is crucial for the management of medical devices, the investigation of 
such events and for minimising their occurrence. This topic was not covered in sufficient de-
tail to not go beyond the research questions, but should be considered in future work.

“It may be good to include any customer satisfaction studies 
following the implementation of an equipment library.”

Experienced practitioners claimed that information about how well the service the EL of-
fers is appreciated by staff would be useful for setting up ELs. This topic was briefly mentioned 
in the Evolutionary Model in Chapter 4, but not complemented by any survey data.

EL1 as the main data point validated the findings particularly in terms of the ‘ideal’ EL 
and the changes suggested for the physical layout, which are outlined in Chapter 4. In fact, this 
facility has been busy making changes to the structure and organisation of the EL in the time 
between the observation days and the validation of the findings. Points of agreement concern 
the distinct segregation of the four areas (clean, dirty, office and repair), the handling of out-of-
hours (improved monitoring), unique identification of equipment (introducing short codes) 
and fixed collection times (two collection rounds a day). The latter idea was examined even 
further by extending it to the delivery of equipment. By having fixed delivery times (about 
every three hours), the work of equipment coordinators could be structured more efficiently. 
A novel idea to EL1 is the T-card system and the features it brings to the library. For this and 
many other reasons, the findings and recommendations proved to be very insightful for EL1 
and can contribute to best practice sharing for and between other practitioners.

Almost all validators and interviewees expressed their interest in receiving the report once 
it is finished. One of the validators claimed that this work is needed and encouraged the pub-
lication of it, because “people would love to see it”.
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6 reflection

When I started internalising DCog and applying DiCoT for investigating medical equip-
ment libraries, I found myself facing some challenges I had to overcome. The experiences, dis-
coveries, ideas, challenges and thoughts have been captured in a diary throughout the project 
as they were encountered. Section 6.1 highlights a new challenge for DiCoT and lists five 
unwritten rules that summarise useful advice that could be extracted from the diary. How well 
SSM and the use of other tools and techniques complemented DiCoT is discussed in Section 
6.2. An outline of the framework’s attempts of arriving at a (re)design is given in Section 6.3.

6.1 exploring dicot 

6.1.1 a new challenge for dicot

One of the major challenges I faced when conducting the study was the fact that I entered 
a new dimension of DiCoT analysis. The previous studies discussed in Chapter 2 all focused 
on one data point for their data gathering. A single ambulance control room was investigated 
by Furniss and Blandford (2006), a healthcare facility by McKnight and Doherty (2008) and 
Sharp et al. (2006) focus on the artefacts used by an agile XP team. Where the investigation 
of medical equipment libraries differs, is the analysis of data from three different data points 
and incorporating insight gained through practitioners from several other locations. The chal-
lenge was to find similarities, differences and arrive at a general understanding of ELs. The 
inclusion of many data points made it possible to identify best practice examples and issues 
of concern. These findings also directed building the future scenario of an ‘ideal’ EL in or-
der to communicate identified design implications and opportunities for (re)designing ELs. 
In order to validate the findings and recommendations discussed in Chapter 4, practitioners 
were asked to give feedback. Their comments added value to the validity and fidelity of the 
study. More importantly, the feedback gives indication of the quality of the findings extracted 
from the DiCoT analysis and informs researchers about the opportunities and limitations that 
come with including more than one data point.

6.1.2 five unwritten rules nobody tells you about dicot

1. Have pen and paper ready at all times and write down everything - In the beginning, 
the investigation of an unknown domain can be overwhelming. Over time, it becomes easier 
to focus on information that is relevant for the analysis.
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2. Make use of the steep learning curve - Literature review, observations and interviews 
all bring new information. To ask more directed questions, validate understandings and ex-
plore areas in more detail, it is necessary to iterate the steps and have some interviews sched-
uled towards the end. 

3. Do not separate your observations into the five different areas - Observations result 
in rich amounts of data that most likely informs all of the five models. Interviews can have a 
focus, for example on the Social or Evolutionary Model, but they will still hold information 
for all models.

4. Apply the 22 principles in a more flexible way then suggested by DiCoT - Each prin-
ciple is allocated to one of the five models, but sometimes it is hard to distinguish as strictly. 
For example, ‘Subtle Bodily Support’ was used in the Artefact Model while it was originally 
allocated to the Physical Model.

5. Structure the presentation of the five models to help the reader understand the do-
main - The sequence of the models can aid the analysis and help develop an understanding of 
the research subject. In contrast to previous DiCoT studies, this one presents the Evolutionary 
Model first in order to provide background information on ELs before going into more detail 
later.

In summary, a DiCoT researcher needs to be flexible but prepared and very attentive.

6.2 extending dicot 

6.2.1 dicot for, against or with ssM?

In order to support DiCoT, I applied a few selected tools and techniques from SSM. First, 
I considered drawing a Rich Picture to have a visual representation of my continuously de-
veloping understanding of ELs and their relation to all other parties involved. In terms of 
DiCoT, the Rich Picture was able to inform the Social and Information Flow Models, because 
it showed relationships and links. In combination with mental notes and annotations, it also 
gave clues about the evolution of the system. However, it lacked in telling anything about 
artefacts or the physicality of the system. I found the Rich Picture particularly useful in the 
beginning of my analysis and for orientation. During analysing the data, I occasionally leaped 
to the side to work on a Root Definition and CATWOE for creating Activity Models. The 
Root Definition incorporates the understanding gained from the Rich Picture and the struc-
tured knowledge from the five DiCoT models in a short paragraph. Like the Rich Picture, the 
Root Definition summarised the EL as a system and served as a reminder at all times. It built a 
base from where the rest of the analysis developed by adding more and more details and going 
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deeper into analysing and understanding more of the system. The Activity Models helped to 
identify two of the most important processes of ELs and were yet another way of analysing 
information flows in the system.

By exploring SSM to complement DiCoT I came to the following conclusions:
- SSM is in many ways similar to DiCoT, as it is an approach to find out about a system 
 and arrive at design implications for a (re)design. One of the similarities is the idea of 
 finding opportunities for improvement in different areas. DiCoT structures these areas 
 in five different models, whereas SSM leaves them undesignated. Both approaches 
 leave it open to discover, what kind of design implication can improve the system. It 
 could be improved by training, a better management, more fun, rearranging the room 
 layout, using different light bulbs in the lamps or other considerations
- SSM is in many ways different to DiCoT, because it is very unstructured and open in 
 terms of how to make sense out of the data. For example, it is open to researchers to 
 apply the tools and techniques iteratively and in whatever sequence.
- SSM seems to be useful for the researcher to get a first initial impression of the system 
 before going into DiCoT and approach the analysis more structured
- SSM includes looking at the system from different perspectives, the world views, which 
 enables the researcher to develop different understandings of the system and arrive at 
 conclusions and ideas for design implications. In contrast, DiCoT tries to inform five 
 different models and arrives at a rather fixed assumption of how a system works.

6.2.2 Knowing how to use a toolbox

In Chapter 2, I claimed that before DiCoT, researchers (Furniss, 2004; Blandford & 
Wong, 2004) combined several established methods in order to explore their opportunities 
and arrive at a codified method. In aiming to contribute to the further development of DiCoT, 
I followed a similar principle by selecting eligible tools and techniques from SSM and by bor-
rowing the methodology’s philosophy of keeping everything open and rather unstructured. I 
also kept a diary, which almost became a tool or at least an important artefact for presenting 
my analysis. In addition to the claims analysis, I made use of practitioners’ experiences not only 
by interviewing them, but also by asking them to validate my findings. This collection of tools 
and techniques complemented the DiCoT analysis and contributed to answering the research 
questions.

6.3 dicot and design

DiCoT is a methodology for analysing complex cognitive systems. In general, the analysis 
results in detailed descriptions and is rather theoretical. Although, DiCoT aims at arriving 
at design implications for a (re)design of the system. Furniss (2004) explored Rosson’s and 
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Carrol’s (2002) claims analysis in order to inform design. By analysing potential changes in 
a system, so called design features, in terms of pros and cons, a future scenario is created and 
the impact on the system can then be evaluated. This approach has been explored in Chapter 
4, where an attempt to outline the ‘ideal’ EL was made. More recently, Furniss and Blandford 
(2010) conceived four ways how DiCoT can bring analysis to design. This concept is visual-
ised in Figure 17. 

Firstly, for a redesign it is important to understand the basic mechanics of the system. 
How it actually works, what works well and what does not. Further on, analysts may seek to 
gain deeper conceptual insight, which means that they would understand important parts of 
the system in more detail. Then, analysis enables recognition of issues and forming sugges-
tions for a (re)design, which are rather opportunistic and not always viable. However, these 
incremental design considerations may bridge the gap from analysis to design. Finally, there 
are more revolutionary design suggestions that can be considered. These potential changes 
need to be simulated, explored and evaluated in order to find out how valuable they are. This 
is similar to the scenarios inspired by the claims analysis. Both variants try to predict what im-
pact the design considerations have. The latter approach seems more advanced then a straight-
forward claims analysis. Each of the four ways can be explored individually or in combination 
with one or more of the others. This way, the level of fidelity can be influenced and compared 
to other attempts or the hypothesised (re)design can be achieved step by step.

In order to arrive at the ‘ideal’ EL, I concentrated on the basic mechanics of the system. 
The five models of DiCoT were able to identify best practice examples and issues of concern. 
These findings directed some incremental design considerations, like introducing a T-card 
system or using RFID tags for device tracking. More revolutionary design considerations were 
explored by rearranging the physical layout of EL3. According to validation, these changes 
were rated as valuable and considered for actual implementation.

figure 17: four ways from analysis to design
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7 future worK

This project emerged from an interest in the management of medical devices and how 
it impacts on the safety and usability of high-risk devices such as infusion pumps. It is a first 
attempt of exploring the functions and work processes of ELs on a smaller scale. Within the 
scope of this thesis, three hospitals and their ELs could be visited and eight separate inter-
viewees were available. A larger investigation across the UK would make it possible to detect 
more examples for best practice, innovative ideas and successful changes of the processes in 
ELs. Many facilities practise in a similar way, but here and there innovative adjustments have 
been made that would be beneficial to know about for other locations too. In order to further 
inform the analysis of current practices in ELs, it would also be advisable to conduct obser-
vations during different seasons of the year. For example, it has been mentioned that winter 
months are particularly busy.

Another approach that can be pursued is the elevation of quantitative data to back up the 
findings from qualitative data. All ELs work with databases to keep record of equipment use. 
These databases can be consulted to extract information on the duration equipment stays with 
patients, what types of equipment are used most, which devices have the most throughput, etc. 
Many ELs already produce usage reports. A wider spread elevation of this type of data could 
identify trends across the UK and lead to more, interesting and realistic design implications.

The best practices outlined in Chapter 4 mainly developed in the last decade, with theo-
retical support from the MHRA, NAO, NPSA, the Department of Health and EBME. The 
standards and guidelines developed by these organisations mainly address quite large hos-
pitals, which then set their own, fitted policy. However, all hospitals need to manage their 
equipment. Special types of hospitals, for example private healthcare facilities, hospitals with a 
lower number of beds or remote hospitals struggle with the implementation of the recommen-
dations, research papers and guidelines given for large trusts. These hospitals sometimes still 
operate without managing their equipment through libraries. Reasons may be that it actually 
works better that way or that they simply do not get any guidance on how to make use of ELs. 
The examples of best practice and issues of concern identified in Chapter 4 may not apply to 
special types of hospitals. Future research can address this matter.
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8 conclusion

This project was inspired by an interest in the impact medical equipment libraries have on 
the management and safety of high-risk medical devices such as infusion pumps. It was prima-
rily aimed at determining what ELs are, what they do, how they work, current practices and 
how they evolved over time. The investigation was able to identify best practice examples and 
issues of concern that jointly lead to recommendations for an ‘ideal’ EL. Validation has shown 
that the findings are potentially useful and grasped the concept of ELs well.

A secondary goal was to explore DiCoT as a relatively young analysis framework and 
evaluate its applicability to the investigation of medical equipment libraries. This is novel as 
the research included more than one data point and resulted in a challenging multi-case study. 
DiCoT’s five models and their 22 principles were very useful for structuring the rich amounts 
of data and for drawing sensible conclusions. 

Explorative attempts were made to contribute to the further development of DiCoT by 
selecting tools and techniques from SSM’s toolbox. Especially the Rich Picture and Root 
Definition were useful for understanding the domain before going into detailed analysis. The 
methodology also complemented DiCoT in terms of arriving at design considerations by 
keeping the thought process more open than the rather strict framework.

This research was able to recognise a need for and call attention to best practice sharing 
and hopes to inform practitioners as well as researchers.
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appendix a

full dicot analysis

tHe five Models of dicot

The following sections summarise each model in consideration of best practice examples 
and issues of concern and focus on one interesting factor. The distinction between the two 
types of findings occurred naturally as practices stood out by their either positive or negative 
impact on the work processes. DiCoT’s 22 principlesa were considered where applicable.

evolutionary Model

The concept of ELs in NHS trusts emerged about 15 years ago when medical engineer-
ing departments realised a need for better management of infusion devices. At that time, each 
hospital ward held a dedicated stock of equipment in their own, locked store. Audits under-
taken by visionaries found that some wards were constantly running short of infusion pumps 
whereas others hardly ever used their stock to full capacity. It was common practice for clinical 
staff to approach other wards to ask for equipment, therefore nurses wasted a lot of time chas-
ing after equipment. This means that they either tried to find equipment to loan from other 
wards or had to get it back when they loaned it out. Naturally, wards were afraid of not getting 
their equipment back and therefore hid them away just in case they needed them themselves. 
Another problem with equipment held by wards was the lack of maintenance. Batteries were 
not or not fully charged, settings were not reset and therefore could lead to incidents, broken 
or dirty equipment would lie idle because it was not fit-for-service, equipment got lost and 
maximum use of equipment was not achieved. Interviewees reported that about 60-70% of 
all infusion pumps lay idle most of the time although there was a perceived need for more 
infusion pumps. However, hospitals tended to have too many different types, which resulted 
in increasing incidents, training needs and higher maintenance demands. Furthermore, it was 
more difficult to make sure that all equipment was serviced regularly. Before the general move-
ment towards managed ELs started, some hospitals gathered all sorts of equipment in little 
storage rooms without keeping any records of what goes in and out.

In cooperation with the first visionary thinkers who initiated the introduction of central-
ised, staffed ELs, the NPSA, MHRA and NAO developed recommendations and guidelines 
for setting up and operating efficient ELs. Open days at up-and-running ELs, talks at con-
ferences and pilot projects encouraged hospitals to introduce the service. In the beginning, 

a   In order to highlight these principles where they apply, they have been set in bold.
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clinical staff were very reluctant to give away their stock. Usually, after a few weeks, all wards 
and departments expressed their appreciation of the new service and greater acceptance was 
achieved. Money saved by reducing stock flowed into hiring library staff and purchasing new 
equipment to achieve standardisation. Standardisation is a goal that all hospitals and equip-
ment libraries share, in order to minimise costs and training needs. In the end, this results in 
safer practice and minimises the occurrence of adverse incidents. Now, there are more and 
more ELs operating across the country, which benefit from prime examples and knowledge-
able experts who share their experiences. Cultural heritage and future technologies shape and 
influence today’s ELs. Device tracking becomes a bigger issue with libraries that manage more 
and more equipment. Many changes relate to the management of pressure relieving equip-
ment from continuously growing throughput (e.g. dynamic mattresses), which is associated 
with high costs. Some ELs have gone from not managing dynamic mattresses at all to storing, 
delivering and collecting them. Some hospitals work with contracting parties who manage 
equipment fully (all tasks from collection, cleaning and maintenance to delivery) or partly 
(only cleaning and maintenance tasks). Others draw on the experience of external companies 
and engage them to run the EL independently. 

 
The timeline in Figure A shows how the practice of ELs developed over time. The idea 

and the need for duties carried out by today’s medical equipment libraries and the EBME 
departments developed slowly from the 1960’s on (Sandham, 2008). First, a safety code for 
the design and construction of electro-medical apparatus was set as a first national standard. A 
decade later, maintenance and management of medical equipment was considered for the first 
time by NHS hospitals. From then on, various documents [HTM 8, British Standard BS 5724 
part 1,  HEI 95 later IEC 60601-1, MDA DB9801, DB 9801, DB 2000(02)] were released, 
replaced, withdrawn, overwritten and in 2006 finally superseded by the MHRA’s Device Bul-
letin DB2006(05) – “Managing Medical Devices – Guidance for healthcare and social serv-
ices organisations”. This document considers purchasing, deployment, maintenance, repair 
and disposal of medical devices. It contains guidance on policy development and compliance. 
Relatively late, namely in the DB 9801 standard, it was recognised that maintenance, training 
and procurement were in need for better management. The NAO published a report on the 
management of medical equipment in NHS Acute Trusts in England that pointed out that 
training and procurement are issues of concern (NAO, 1999). It advises better involvement 
of technical staff in equipment acquisition and the non-clinical aspects of training on equip-
ment. The occurrence of adverse incidents and the reporting of them were major issues that 
forced the encouragement of trusts to follow and improve EBME standards. A huge influence 
factor for the DB2006(05) alert from the MHRA were visionary thinkers here and there who 
started setting up the first managed ELs. Before 1995, EBME departments took care of main-
tenance and management of medical equipment. This did not include the storage, delivery, 
collection, cleaning and in the longer term the standardisation of medical devices.
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In the timeline, it is clearly visible that dense and more informed practice started to de-
velop from 1995 on and finally reached a pitch in 2006, when the DB2006(05) was released.

Interestingly, observations and interviews have shown that there are lots of changes going 
on at the moment. Hospitals are rebuilt, ELs relocated, investigations in preparation for intro-
ducing ELs are undertaken, ELs and workshops are merged or separated, changes in manage-
ment are happening and ELs grow. It is a continuous movement towards the improvement of 
equipment management. 

The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Evolutionary Model are listed in Tables A and B.

figure a: development of practice 
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best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

standardisation and training

Standardisation and training of equipment go hand in hand with procurement and are a major 
benefit of ELs

One of the major reasons why ELs are so important is the overall goal of achieving standardisation. 
This means the elimination of different makes and models of medical devices and the authorisation 
of wards and departments to purchase equipment without consulting the EL as well as the EBME de-
partment. It has been recognised that all sources reported highly similar procedures regarding pro-
curement of equipment. Many ELs initiated the disposal of all obsolete and variant equipment and 
the acquisition of new devices. Generally, several manufacturers are invited to present their prod-
ucts. Senior nurses from all wards and departments and qualified technical staff evaluate the equip-
ment in terms of usability, robustness and acceptance. Initial purchase costs are then compared 
against the cost of consumables (tubes, leads,  plastics, etc.) before a final decision is made. The 
procurement process then continues with sufficient training on the new equipment. Many companies 
send device trainers along with equipment, but most hospitals employ their own medical device 
trainers (e.g. EL1) or someone who is qualified to identify training needs (e.g. EL2). The trainers make 
sure that nursing staff receives appropriate training during the initiation phase. Appropriate training 
can be identified by a similar classification scheme EL3 uses: All equipment is categorised between 
1 and 5, where 1 indicates any harmless equipment that is near patients and 5 indicates high-risk de-
vices like volumetric infusion pumps. EL3 also makes sure that 80% of staff of each ward is properly 
trained. Other interviewees reported a well-known system that uses a traffic light scheme. Both, staff 
and equipment are categorised as red, yellow or green. Red indicates high-risk devices and can only 
be used by staff that have been trained accordingly and categorised as red. Training is offered and 
required frequently to refresh the users’ memory and familiarise them with software updates.

table a: best practice examples in the evolutionary Model
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suMMary

issues of concern

detailed description

pressure relieving equipment

Pressure relieving equipment is associated with high costs

ELs try different strategies to keep the loan costs of dynamic mattresses at a minimum. Strategies 
include the management of pressure relieving equipment either fully carried out by the EL or in 
conjunction with contracting parties (equipment suppliers). Dynamic mattresses can be hired or pur-
chased, where both strategies have their advantages and disadvantages. To this day, most ELs hire 
the equipment and control their usage. Policies force wards and departments as well as equipment 
coordinators to not overly exceed loan times. This is to avoid dynamic mattresses sitting somewhere, 
not being used but still on expensive loan time. Such a case has been observed in EL1. Nursing staff 
is instructed to make a collection request as soon as a mattress is no longer in use. EL staff needs to 
respond to these requests right away to ensure cost efficiency.

suMMary

detailed description

device tracking

Device tracking is a big issue, but is tackled seldom

No current example of proper device tracking could be found. Although it is known and recognised 
that equipment does go missing, hardly any effort is put into tackling this issue. ELs simply accept 
that this can happen. Sometimes, equipment is lost for up to several months or even forever. De-
vices travel between wards when patients are transferred, patient monitors or some types of pumps 
leave the hospital with the patient and some pieces of equipment simply disappear in the wards 
closets and drawers for various reasons that brought up the idea of introducing ELs in the first place. 
The general policy is to reconstruct who loaned the equipment last and charge the respective ward 
or department with the replacement. However, inventories are carried out on rare occasions. Device 
tracking becomes a growing issue. EL3 was involved in a trial run for RFID tagging. The EL was 
supplied with 25 RFID sensors, which were attached to the outside of the devices. After the project 
finished, the management was not convinced of the additional value RFID tagging brings to the EL. 
Although the RFID system provided an equipment location accuracy of 5 metres and an accessible 
visual representation, equipment coordinators still preferred the T-card system for locating equip-
ment. Also, the RFID tag were from notable size and an awkward blob attached to a device, which 
complicated cleaning and required use with care to not detach them. This system with only a small 
number of tagged devices and access points that were not spread across all hospital wings may have 
influenced its efficiency. According to the management of EL3, RFID tagging is worth considering 
once the system has been developed further. It is known, that manufacturers plan on implanting 
RFID tags inside medical devices. Besides device tracking, such a system can allow updating soft-
ware, alerts for service or incidents and more. For now, it is not considered by most hospitals due to 
high cost and perceived impracticality.

suMMary

detailed description

best practice sharing

Best practice sharing between practitioners is not yet carried out sufficiently

Many official organisations (e.g. MHRA) do their best to inform practitioners through guidelines, 
alerts, reports, studies and conferences. This rather theory-based information lacks in providing 
insights in best practice examples of how to do things in the real world. EBME has set up a forum for 
practitioners that enables them to discuss their practices and share their experience. Such a platform 
is a first step towards best practice sharing. However, it would be beneficial to make these examples 
available in a more official manner. As mentionend before, setting up ELs only became straightfor-
ward around 2006. It is about time to look back and draw on the many sophisticated models and 
take ELs a step further towards optimisation.

table b: issues of concern in the evolutionary Model
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information flow Model

The high-level function of an EL is to provide wards and departments with fit-for-service 
equipment and to deliver it in a timely manner. The delivery of equipment is the so called 
system output. Contrary, an equipment delivery request is put into the system in order to 
undergo a certain process that leads to the desired output or goal. A high level input-output 
diagram is shown in Figure B. The process between input and output includes the collection 
of equipment in order to perform cleaning (e.g. decontamination) and maintenance tasks (e.g. 
charging batteries, restore settings) as well as minor repairs and checks (e.g. if service is due). 
Fit-for-service equipment is stored in a safe place and issued upon request. Records are kept to 
keep track of the location, condition, availability and usage of equipment. 

 

The delivery process, and in some facilities also the collection process, is based on behav-
ioural trigger factors such as phone calls, verbal requests or other forms of formal or infor-
mal requests. Informal requests are transformed into formal requests as soon as the according 
paperwork is completed or a database entry is created. DiCoT calls this information trans-
formation, which occurs when the representation of information (informal or formal verbal 
request) changes (filled-in loan request form or database entry). 

The nature of an operating hospital usually requires the equipment librarian to immedi-
ately deal with a delivery request. Contrary, collection requests arrive in the EL whose coor-
dinators collectively act as a buffer. This means, that the request is held and fulfilled at a later, 
more appropriate time. This can be after the completion of a cleaning and maintenance task, 
after returning from a delivery round or simply the gathering of further collection requests or 
the awaiting of a delivery request. All these decisions about ongoing work and the sharing of 
workload are subject to communication between the equipment coordinators. 

In most hospitals, two people run the EL during weekdays. Informal communication 
is the main channel on which information and knowledge is shared. This channel is used 
frequently, because all happenings take place in the same room. All tasks are divided between 

figure b: input-output diagram of an equipment library
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two people according to current tasks they undertake, preference of work and team dynam-
ics. Normally, equipment librarians share the same responsibilities and do not have dedicated 
roles. Jointly, they act as an information hub where requests, decisions on dividing workload 
and other responsibilities are dealt with. 

The work in an EL is governed by information movement through the previously ex-
plained processes. Dirty equipment undergoes a process from arriving dirty, getting cleaned 
and maintained to being stored on the shelves and ready for issue. Information about what is 
supposed to happen or already happened to this equipment is either communicated through 
speech, notes, gestures or by the nature of the work processes. 

Figure C gives an everyday example of such information flows between the wards and 
departments, the two equipment coordinators and the workshop, which is responsible for 
repairs. The arrows indicate how frequent communication between the equipment coordina-
tors occurs in comparison to the external parties. The scenario is described in more detail in 
Table C.

 

figure c: information flow of a typical scenario in an equipment library
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The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Information Flow Model are listed in Tables D and E.

table c: description of the events from figure 6

1 ward or department to equipment library
Equipment coordinator 1 (EC1) returns from a delivery journey and enters the room. The phone rings, 
s/he picks up and receives a request from a ward or department (W/D) nursing staff for a specific type 
of infusion pump. EC1 asks for details like type of pump, ward or department name, patient name and 
estimated return date and fills the information in the according fields on a loan request form. In the 
meantime, equipment coordinator 2 (EC2) is prepares another device for delivery by gathering tubes 
and leads. 

2 equipment coordinator 1 to equipment coordinator 2 
EC1 notices that EC2 is about to undergo a delivery journey and asks her/him to take care of the 
request that just came in. S/he provides information about the type of equipment and the department 
name and lets EC2 know that he would complete the request by entering the information into the 
database.

3 equipment coordinator 2 to ward or department 
EC2 arrives at W/D and delivers the requested device. S/he asks for a signature on the loan request 
form and returns back to the EL.

4 equipment coordinator 2 to equipment coordinator 1
EC2 hands the loan request form signed by W/D and makes a quick comment that this job is done 
now. S/he also notices that EC1 is completing other paperwork and offers to start with the cleaning of 
the infusion pumps EC1 collected about an hour ago.

5 equipment coordinator 1 to equipment coordinator 2 
EC1 appreciates the offer and informs EC2 that one of the pumps is broken and needs to be repaired 
by the Medical Electronics department (ME). EC2 picks up the pump marked with a label and finds 
out what the problem is.

6 equipment coordinator 2 to Medical electronics
EC2 phones ME and lets them know that there is an infusion pump that needs repair. S/he provides 
information about the problem, type of pump and also tells the asset number. ME ensures to collect 
the infusion pump soon and to take care of it.

7 equipment coordinator 1 to equipment coordinator 2
EC1 overhears the conversation of EC2 with ME and proceeds to manipulate the database entry of 
this infusion pump to indicate that it is currently under repair and not available. He communicates 
this information by a quick look at EC2 and making a thumbs-up gesture and moving his eyes to the 
computer monitor and back to EC2. EC2 nods and continues with cleaning and maintenance of the 
remaining pumps.
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table d: best practice examples in the information flow Model

suMMary

detailed description

Monthly staff meetings

Monthly staff meetings open communication channels between all parties concerned and enable 
continuous improvement of collaboration

Another useful approach to optimise the work processes of an EL is bringing together representa-
tives of all participating parties to discuss issues, proposals and needs. These representatives can 
include all wards and departments, workshop technicians, equipment coordinators and their manag-
ers and perhaps medical device trainers. Continuous improvement is from interest to everybody. 
Therefore constructive discussions are a good way towards efficiency and effectiveness.

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

unique identification of equipment

Unique identification of equipment is a feature that eases the communication between 
inexperienced staff

It has happened that, due to habituation, nursing staff requested “IVAC pumps”, which only indi-
cates the manufacturer of the pump. A request like this does not give any indication of what type 
of pump is needed. Therefore, communication through unique identifiers is quicker and labelling 
of equipment and shelves made clearer. Untrained and inexperienced staff (e.g. portering service 
staff) do not need to be challenged with remembering models and makes, which eliminates false 
association and delivery. One good example of uniquely identifying equipment is the introduction of 
short combinations of letters and numbers that stand for complicated equipment names and types. 
For example, “D01” stands for a specific model of a feeding pump, whereas “D04” represents a suc-
tion pump. EL2 handed out information sheets to all the wards where these unique identifiers, the 
original make and model and a photograph of the regarding device are listed. This system’s benefits 
lie in the minimisation of miscommunication and misunderstandings when wards or departments ask 
for a specific pump. 

suMMary

detailed description

equipment usage reports

Equipment usage reports can be produced the identify trends, needs and issues

A very good example of measuring the frequency of use of equipment available in the library is to 
produce weekly usage reports. These reports can easily be generated from the database, which 
means it is minimum effort but high value. They contain information about what equipment is used a 
lot, what kind of equipment is requested seldom or lies idle and if there are any shortages. Equip-
ment managers can thus observe over months if there are any needs for acquisition of new equip-
ment or a reason for taking something of interest under investigation. For example, equipment 
may not be used because of usability issues or other reasons. Furthermore, such reports could also 
contain information on how long equipment stays on loan and what devices have a high throughput. 
In practice, equipment coordinators know these things from experience, but perception does not 
always match the numbers and managers need to be informed regularly.
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physical Model

There are two major factors in terms of the physical organisation: The allocation and use 
of the space available and the location of this space in relation to the wards and departments 
of the hospital.

Centralised ELs are relatively young facilities in the history of hospitals. Therefore, the 
space that was allocated to them tends to be rather small. Some ELs used or still use more than 
one room, which can be far from each other. However, librarians and their managers mastered 
using the available space in an optimal way by a sophisticated arrangement of equipment. 
High shelves are put against the wall and fit-for-service equipment is stacked in a way that is 
efficient and safe. In most ELs, sections are labelled to indicate what type of equipment can 
be found here. For manual handling issues, heavier items are stored on the lower shelves or 
on the floor beneath. Rarely needed equipment is stored on the upper shelves. ELs that have 
more space available tend to arrange the shelves in a way so they would reach into the room 
and can be accessed from two sides. Either way, the centre of the room is kept free to allow 
handling, temporarily storing and moving big items and trolleys. A workbench is available to 
carry out minor repairs and maintenance work. Various shelves and depositing surfaces are 
needed for tools, device manuals and books, a computer and sufficient lighting. One or two 
sinks or an additional shower tub are available for cleaning. Cleaning supplies, paper towel 
and safety glove dispensers as well as aprons are stored near there. An office desk with a com-
puter, printer, phone and file cabinets is used for office work like logging equipment in and 
out of the database, storing and handling paperwork and receiving requests. 

issues of concern

suMMary

detailed description

equipment collection

Equipment collection is often done in a rather ineffective way

It is common practice in ELs to do two equipment collection rounds per day. One immediately in the 
morning, to collect equipment that has been used over night and make it fit-for-service for the day. 
Another one in the afternoon, because patients naturally come and go and equipment is not used 
anymore. Unused equipment is collected in an assembly point, where equipment coordinators arrive 
with their trolleys and take it away for cleaning and maintenance. However, it has been recognised 
that EL1 handles collection of equipment differently. Wards and departments notify the EL whenever 
they are ready to release equipment. Although equipment librarians mostly gather 2-5 of these calls 
and list them to then go and collect the listed pieces, it seems to be inefficient. The journeys are 
time consuming and other work stays on hold. An upside of this practice is that availability of equip-
ment is guaranteed and dirty equipment never stays long at the wards’ assembly points.

table e: issues of concern in the information flow Model
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The room arrangement suggests four separate areas used for different tasks, which are 
shown in two differing examples in Figures D and E and described in Table F. The diagrams 
demonstrate how EL1 and EL2 organise space and cognition with the available resources. 
Office work and repairs are handled in their dedicated space. Clean and fit-for-service equip-
ment is stored on the designated shelves, but the cleaning of equipment involves dirty equip-
ment coming in, temporarily being stored, then cleaned and finally properly stored on the 
shelves. The fact that dirty, sometimes contaminated, broken or faulty equipment and clean, 
fit for service equipment are dealt with in the same wider space requires communication and 
situation awareness. Ideally, clean and dirty equipment would be stored physically far from 
each other in designated clean or dirty areas.

Besides infusion devices, EL1 as a large facility also holds dynamic mattresses and bariat-
ric equipment (special equipment for heavy patients). In the far left corner is a workbench for 
repairs and services and a rather spacious cleaning area, whereas the office desk is on the imme-
diate right side of the main entrance. Equipment librarians in this facility are trying to achieve 
a more or less clear separation between areas with dirty or clean equipment. This works best 
for infusion pumps, which are stored in a dedicated space that is separated by a wall. 

EL2 is significantly smaller than EL1. It mainly manages infusion pumps and other port-
able devices. Despite of the limited amount of space, a workbench, cleaning area and office 
desk are situated here. Little space is available for temporary storage of dirty and to-be-cleaned 
equipment, but the layout of this EL still makes it fairly easy to distinguish between clean and 
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figure d: layout of el1
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dirty equipment. This is because clean equipment is stored on the shelves and waiting for is-
sue. Dirty equipment is placed close to the sink and taken care of immediately.

Equipment librarians usually work in pairs, make use of the space they have available, 
mark clean equipment with “I-am-clean”-labels, have access to all artefacts at all times and 
constantly communicate with each other. Overhearing of phone calls and the noticing what 
tasks a colleague is currently performing are forms of communication that do not need to 
be disclosed verbally. Paperwork, its current state (in process/completed indicated by empty 
fields, check marks) and its location (desk, folder on desk, file cabinet) and database entries 
give indication or confirmation of a task’s or device’s status. In addition, the dynamics of an 
experienced team and the knowledge they share about work processes enables them to work 
efficiently and with as much communication as needed to avoid misunderstandings. This 
situation awareness that has been mentioned before is influenced by a broad horizon of ob-
servation, which is in turn enabled by the arrangement of equipment. A broad horizon of 
observation allows equipment coordinators to see and hear everything that happens close to 
them, which is supported by a generous room layout without any barriers. 

figure e: layout of el2
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table f: Key for figures d and e

definition

clean area where equipment is stored
dirty area where equipment is temporarily held for cleaning
office area where records are kept
repair area where equipment is maintained and repaired
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The following paragraph briefly describes an incident observed in EL1 in which very lit-
tle communication is needed to pass on information and where shared knowledge about work 
processes and the use of space and cognition aid situation awareness.

The equipment coordinator who works the weekend shift finds a trolley with several 
infusion pumps of a certain type on it. There is a little note attached that says “These pumps 
are clean and updated “. For an outsider, this note may seem to not provide enough or any 
further information of what happened to the pumps and what is supposed to happen next. 
However, the equipment coordinator knows exactly that these pumps have been cleaned, reset 
and checked, but have not been charged yet and are supposed to be brought to an out-of-
hours store. In case the equipment coordinator was unsure about where the infusion pumps 
should go to, paperwork and database would provide the information needed. Then, when 
the pumps are stacked on the shelves in the out-of-hours store, they are also plugged in and 
will be ready for use when the regular shift of the EL ends and the out-of-hours time starts. 
For the equipment coordinator, this is a very simple process that does need any further com-
munication or detail.

Another very important factor that influences the impact an EL has on the safety of medi-
cal devices is where it is located. The fact that the EL as a hospital facility was introduced long 
after traditional hospitals were up and running for years forced the responsible persons to 
search and hunt for available rooms. Most hospitals were only able to find space in the lower 
ground floor or even the basement, others found more central locations but still at far ends. 
The location of an EL in relation to the hospital is important for the following reasons:

Long distances and manual handling issues: Library, nursing and portering staff who 
have to deliver (frequently), collect or pick-up small or large equipment have to walk long 
distances. This not only costs valuable time, but also raises manual handling issues when large 
and heavy items need to be carried, pushed or pulled and lifted. In general, the more central 
the EL is located the better it is for everybody who needs to access it.

Equipment is more likely to get damaged: Many devices, especially bigger ones, are on 
wheels and have to be rolled along floors for long distances. This overusing of the wheels and 
the vibration caused through transport results in exhausted equipment parts and unwanted 
damages. Also, the further the distance, the more likely it happens that equipment bumps 
against barriers like edges, steps, doors and such.

Quiet and dark location causes fear in nursing staff: Out-of-hours stores or ELs that are 
located far away from wards and departments on quiet and dark corridors that can be accessed 
by persons strange to the hospital can cause fear in nurses and results in hesitation to access 
the facility. This is especially problematic for the returning of equipment on weekends and the 
following workload for librarians on Monday mornings.
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Out-of-hours management: Out-of-hours stores or ELs that are located centrally, for 
example close to the Site Management office, equipment can be managed better in terms of 
time, effort and monitoring.

The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Physical Model are listed in Tables G and H. 

table g: best practice examples in the physical Model

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

central location of el

A central location of the EL has many advantages for the service

During the investigation and detection of best practice across various examples, it was found that 
almost all ELs are located at far ends or lower ground floors. The Physical Model highlights the ben-
efits a more centralised facility has. This includes better and safer management of equipment, more 
efficient time management and finally greater presence, awareness and appreciation of the service.

table H: issues of concern in the physical Model

suMMary

detailed description

bad lighting conditions

Bad lighting conditions are given in most ELs, especially around the cleaning and repair areas, where 
sufficient lighting is crucial

Most equipment libraries are furnished with a work bench where minor or all repairs are carried out. 
The nature of such work involves the fiddling around with small, fine parts and therefore requires 
good lighting conditions. Work benches are placed against the wall, which means that the technician 
blocks the light coming from the ceiling with is back. Only sometimes desk lamps have been found 
on the work benches.

suMMary

issues of concern

detailed description

labelling of storage areas

Labelling of storage areas is not always done properly in ELs

‘Unique identification of equipment’ was mentioned before as a best practice example in the Infor-
mation Flow Model. Contrary, it has been observed that not all ELs place prominent labels on the 
shelves to indicate what type of equipment is stored there. Normally, this is no issue for experienced 
equipment coordinators. But temporary staff or novices (especially porters who are not necessarily 
familiar with medical devices) may have difficulties finding the right piece of equipment.
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artefact Model

ELs differ in the amount and the importance of artefacts used during normal work proc-
esses. The range includes:

- Loan request forms on paper
- Database (computer, monitor and input devices)
- T-card system
- Delivery or collection request lists, temporary
- List of equipment that needs cleaning, temporary
- “I am clean” labels
- Post-it notes for informal communication
- Temporary lists and notes to aid coordination of resources

The three most important, mediating artefacts used in a functioning EL are the equip-
ment loan request form, the T-card system and temporary lists and notes to aid coordination 
of resources.

Loan request forms on paper: Every time a ward requests a piece of equipment, a loan re-
quest form needs to be filled in. It usually contains information about the type of equipment, 
the date, an estimated return date, the name of the ward or department, the patient’s name, 
details (weight, infection risk, etc.) about the patient if necessary (e.g. for dynamic mattresses) 
and an indication of urgency. The information of these loan request forms is entered into the 
database in an altered way. The patient’s name may not be logged into the database, but details 
like the asset number, the exact delivery time and confirmation of delivery are added. The loan 
request forms are then stored in a folder or file cabinet for periods ranging from a month to a 
year.

T-card system: The T-card system consists of cards shaped like a T, where the upper part 
contains the device’s asset number in form of a barcode or number, and a panel with slots 
where the T-cards can be put in. How the information on these cards can be organised is dem-
onstrated in Figure F. The T-card panel is structured by using labels to indicate the wards and 
departments. Equipment librarians also tend to use dedicated colours or colour combinations 
for different types of equipment in order to aid visual search. Every piece of equipment comes 
with a T-card, which is taken from the device as soon as it goes out to a ward and is then put in 
the according slot on the panel. An exemplary T-card panel is shown in Figure G. The infor-
mation that can be read from the T-card panel is rather limited as it only contains some form 
of colour-coding, asset numbers, the type of equipment and indication of its location. The 
T-card panel can be read by looking at the distribution and amount of T-cards allocated to 
the wards and also by estimating the availability and use of types of equipment by recognising 
the colours of the T-cards. The panel also serves a simple way of back-up, as it is still available 
in case there is a server error, blackout or another problem with the database. It also creates 
scaffolding, which means that the equipment coordinators exactly know how many pieces of 
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equipment and which ones are currently out and where. The physical activity of placing the 
T-card onto the panel is a subtle bodily support, aids the librarians’ memory and is part of a 
process they undergo when dealing with a request.

figure f: t-card of el2’s t-card system

type of equipment

asset number

barcode

category 
(e.g. ward name)

colour-coded t-card 
(e.g. suction pump)

colour-coded t-card 
(e.g. ecg monitor)

colour-coded t-card 
(e.g. volumetric pump)

figure g: t-card panel of el2
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Temporary lists and notes to aid coordination of resources: These lists and notes are 
more like a group of undefined artefacts that vary greatly in their existence, appearance and 
form across ELs. Rather unofficial artefacts are post-it notes, white space on forms and lists, 
snippets of paper, the back of the hand or other inventive spaces to capture little reminders, 
lists, notes and hints to perform certain tasks. For example: When equipment coordinators 
go out on one of their journeys to collect equipment, they generally return with one or more 
fully loaded trolleys. It has been observed, that somewhere (e.g. at the bottom of a loan request 
form), a list is made with information like type of equipment, asset number and ward collected 
from. Then, whenever a piece of equipment from the list has been cleaned, maintained and 
stored, the equipment coordinator would manipulate the database entry and mark the equip-
ment as fit-for-service and available. Finally, they would cross off the respective note from the 
list. This list, which is written down wherever space was available, is temporary and only serves 
as a reminder and also progress record for the equipment coordinator. Another example has 
been mentioned before, where a post-it note with a few words not only aided the coordina-
tion of resources, but also goal parity. In other words, the post-it, which was placed highly 
visible on top of a trolley full of infusion pumps, gave indication of the current state and the 
goal state of these infusion pumps and also unmistakably created a link between the message 
of the note to the trolley and its load.

Artefact and information movement strongly interconnect in ELs. Figures H and I show 
how artefacts that contain information move around in EL1 and EL2. Tables I and J describe 
in more detail what these artefacts are. EL1 does not use a T-card system. It operates with the 
support of a sophisticated paper-based system and has therefore significantly more artefacts 
flowing around. EL2 works with a T-card system and is less paper-based.
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table J: Key for figure l

definition

phone call or verbal request comes in; loan request form is filled in
equipment coordinator gets equipment
equipment coordinator takes the T-card
equipment coordinator puts the T-card in according slot on T-card panel
information from loan request is entered into the database
the loan request form is archived in file cabinet
eventually, the request forms are discarded

completed request forms are collected in holder
equipment librarian checks if portering service staff put T-card in according slot
on T-card panel
information from loan request is entered into the database
the loan request form is archived in file cabinet
eventually, the request forms are discarded

According T-card is taken from slot
T-card is attached to according device (which has been cleaned and maintained)

activity Key

a 
delivery 
request

b dealing 
with
completed 
loan 
request 
forms

c 
upon 
collection

a1
a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7

b1
b2

b3
b4
b5

c1
c2

table i: Key for figure K

definition

fax, phone call, bleep or verbal request comes in; daily sheet is filled in 
(‘Type of equipment’, ‘Ward or Department Name’, ‘Patient’s name’ and ‘Date’)
equipment coordinator gets equipment
daily sheet entry is completed (‘Asset Number’)
equipment coordinator delivers equipment to ward
daily sheet entries are entered into the database
after a week, the daily sheets from the clipboard are filed in folder 1
after a month, the daily sheets from folder one are archived in the file cabinet
after a year, the daily sheets from the file cabinet are discarded

fax, phone call, bleep or verbal request comes in; type of equipment to collect 
and ward name are noted on temporary to-collect list
equipment coordinator collects equipment from ward
collected equipment is crossed of temporary to-collect list
collected equipment’s asset number is noted on temporary to-repair list
collected equipment is cleaned/maintained and stored
cleaned/maintained and stored equipment is crossed off temporary to-repair list
cleaned/maintained and stored equipment is entered into database
temporary to-repair list is discarded

out-of-the-hours form is collected from out-of-the-hours storage and available 
equipment is noted on out-of-the-hours list
out-of-the-hours form and out-of-the-hours list are compared
out-of-the-hours equipment (on loan, missing, available) is entered into database
out-of-the-hours list is kept on clip board for a month and then discarded

equipment coordinator goes to the wards’ dirty utility rooms (twice a week); dirty 
(contaminated) or to-repair mattresses (and other Huntleigh equipment) is noted 
on dirty mattress list (‘Product’, Product No’, ‘Ward’, ‘Floor’ and ‘Comment’)
dirty mattress list is faxed to Huntleigh
after a week, the dirty mattress lists from the clipboard are filed in folder 2
after a month, the dirty mattress lists from folder 2 are archived in the file cabinet
after a year, the dirty mattress lists from the file cabinet are discarded

filled in pillow forms from wards are filed in folder 3

‘Pressure Mattress and Cushion Request Form’ faxes are kept on a clip board
after a week, the faxes from the clip board are filed in folder 1
after a month, the faxes from folder 1 are archived in file cabinet
after a year, the faxes from the file cabinet are discarded

activity Key

a 
delivery 
request

b 
collection 
request

c 
out-of-
hours
storage

d 
contractor

e 
pillows

f 
faxes

a1

a2
a3
a4
a5
a6
a7
a8

b1

b2
b3
b4
b5
b6
b7
b8

c1

c2
c3
c4

d1

d2
d3
d4
d5

e1

f1
f2
f3
f4
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The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Physical Model are listed in Table K. 

table K: best practice examples in the artefact Model

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

reduced paperwork

Reduced paperwork reduces information flows and can be achieved by simplifying the system, which 
includes reducing artefacts

It is common practice for equipment librarians to fill in paper loan requests in order to capture all re-
quired details for an equipment request. Very few ELs do not use paper forms, but enter all informa-
tion directly into the database. On the one hand, the redundancy of information when entered into 
the database serves as a backup. On the other hand, it is inefficient to process each request twice. A 
good IT infrastructure ensures backup and reduces redundant paperwork.

suMMary

detailed description

colour-coded t-card system

Colour-coded T-card systems can bring many benefits to an EL

A point has been made about redundant paperwork and backup. A backup system that also aids 
database entry and device tracking is a T-card system which is currently used by several equipment 
libraries, including EL2 and EL3. It consists of T-cards and a T-card panel with slots for these cards. 
The cards contain the asset number, the name of the equipment, a dedicated colour for this type of 
equipment and in some cases barcodes. These barcodes enable scanning of the asset number. The 
panel is structured in a way so it represents all wards and departments that interact with the EL. In 
case a ward name changes, it can easily be replaced. T-cards are allocated to the wards depending 
on which devices are currently loaned by them. The panel is big enough to be able to host all wards 
and departments of the hospital and to allow more than enough slots for all the equipment’s T-cards 
a ward can possibly occupy. The system and its components were explained and visualised before. 
Its value lies in a backup system that enables equipment coordinators to grasp the distribution and 
availability of equipment at a glance without having to browse the shelves or search the database. 
This is also enabled by mounting the panel onto the wall where it can be seen at all times. An addi-
tional feature was discovered during observation in EL3: paperclips (see Figure J). At the end of the 
shift, an equipment librarian places a paperclip on the last T-card in each row (a ward or department 
section on the panel). Then, at the beginning of the next shift, s/he can easily see what equipment 
has been taken out during out-of-hours by portering service staff. These T-cards are placed below 
the one with the paperclip. In order to remind porters of putting the cards in the according slot 
on the panel, the individual T-cards are directly attached to the devices where they can hardly be 
missed.  Moreover, in EL3, the T-card panel can not be overlooked, because it is placed directly next 
to the door. Whenever a person removes equipment from the library, the panel serves as a reminder 
to detach the T-card from the device and put it in the right slot on the panel.
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social Model

Socially distributed properties of cognition are defined by shared as well as clearly di-
vided properties. Within an EL, only a few people collaborate, communicate and use the same 
resources. These people can be nurses, technicians or device trainers who are qualified and 
trained to fulfil the duties of equipment coordinators. They share the same responsibilities for 
achieving the same goal. It follows that knowledge and skills are redundant, which is necessary 
for a functioning work environment. What makes ELs work is the division of tasks and the 
sharing of workload. The fact that all librarians are able to perform all tasks enables a continu-
ous balance of workload and the meeting of their goals. Whenever special expertise is needed, 
for example repair of equipment or training on devices, qualified departments and persons are 
approached. 

ELs are small organisations in terms of their social structure. Their relation to other or-
ganisations within the hospital reveals how central ELs are. The act as hubs between patient’s 
needs (e.g. safe and immediate treatment), nursing staff ’s needs (e.g. enabling their work, train-
ing), workshop’s responsibilities  (e.g. by transmitting faulty or broken equipment or identify-
ing need for equipment replacement or procurement) and Clinical Engineering’s legitimacy 
(e.g. in contributing to meet the hospital’s needs). In return, ELs rely on all these parties and 
some others (e.g. portering service) to function. 

figure J: paperclip as indicator for last item taken out

colour-coded t-card 
with paperclip
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The social and goal structure of an EL is presented in Figure K. The overall goal of all 
parties involved is fit for service equipment (see Table L). Every party has a slightly different 
perspective on this shared goal: Wards and departments want to know that it is available and 
can and will be delivered whenever they need it. This ensures a trustful relationship between 
them and the EL and increases the satisfaction with the service. The workshop wants to be 
able to provide functioning equipment. Clinical Engineering wants to be sure that all devices 
are managed properly to maintain or even improve patient safety.  The EL wants to meet all 
parties’ goals by providing fit-for-service equipment. This means that the charge nurse and the 
equipment coordinators work together to perform necessary tasks like collection, cleaning, 
maintenance, service, repair, storage and record keeping. Depending on the organisation and 
resources within a hospital, some factors may interfere with this procedure running smoothly. 
Especially critical is record keeping and the availability of equipment during hours in which 
the EL is not operating. Some ELs rely on portering service to deal with delivery requests. 
This can cause problems in terms of proper record keeping and delivery times. Porters are re-
sponsible for a wide range of duties in a hospital, which means they often find themselves too 
busy to take their time for filling in forms properly and reacting immediately to requests. Dur-
ing weekends, equipment is taken from the library but not returned. This results in a higher 
workload on Mondays for equipment coordinators as well as a potential, however temporary, 
shortage of equipment.
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The best practice examples and issues of concern identified through the analysis of the 
Social Model are listed in Tables M and N. 

table l: Key for figure K

Key

g
sg1
sg1.1
sg1.1.1
sg1.1.2
sg1.1.3
sg1.1.3.1
sg1.1.4
sg1.1.5

ce
el cn
el ec1
el ec2
Me
w/d

definition

Goal: Provide/Receive fit-for-service equipment
Subgoal 1: Deliver fit-for-service equipment to the wards and departments
Subgoal 1.1: Collect dirty equipment from wards and departments
Subgoal 1.1.1: Clean and decontaminate collected equipment
Subgoal 1.1.2: Maintain (charge batteries, restore stettings, etc.) equipment
Subgoal 1.1.3: Check equipment (if functioning, if service is due)
Subgoal 1.1.3.1: Repair or service equipment
Subgoal 1.1.4: Store equipment
Subgoal 1.1.5: Keep record

Clinical Engineering
Equipment Library - Charge Nurse
Equipment Library - Equipment Coordinator 1
Equipment Library - Equipment Coordinator 2
Medical Electronics
Wards and Departments

figure K: social and goal structure of an equipment library

el
ec2

Me

      ce                                   w/d

                  el cn

el
ec1

g

sg1

sg1.1

sg1.1.3.1

sg1.1.1 sg1.1.2 sg1.1.3 sg1.1.4 sg1.1.5
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table n: issues of concern in the social Model

suMMary

detailed description

Health and safety regulations

Health and safety regulations are not always followed by staff

It has been observed that not all equipment librarians use gloves when handling dirty equipment. 
Better education about the risks (e.g. infection) and a more strict policy would increase awareness 
and acceptance.

suMMary

issues of concern

detailed description

socially clean equipment

Socially clean equipment needs to be tagged and gathered on the wards for collection by the EL, 
but wards often forget or ignore the policy

Most policies obligate wards and departments to return equipment in a socially clean condition. This 
means, that any obvious soiling has been removed, the equipment is wiped and is not infectious. 
Regardless, equipment coordinators will thoroughly clean and decontaminate any equipment they 
collected from the wards. Furthermore, unneeded equipment is collected by the equipment coordi-
nators from an assembly point. Nursing staff are asked to attach “I-am-clean” labels to socially clean 
equipment. Cleaning as well as labelling tasks are more than often ignored or forgotten due to lack 
of motivation or time. Currently, it is the ELs duty to deal with this ongoing issue.

table M: best practice examples in the social Model

best practice exaMples

suMMary

detailed description

out-of-hours handling

Out-of-hours are handled differently in every EL. There a good and not so good examples

ELs allow access to their premises during nights and weekends. This can cause various problems, 
one of which is record keeping. Portering service staff, nursing staff or whoever has access to the EL 
are authorised to loan equipment whenever needed. However, this authorisation includes filling in 
loan request forms and giving all details required. Due to lack of knowledge, willingness or time of 
hospital staff, it is often the case that this paperwork is not filled in sufficiently. Important informa-
tion, for example the ward name or the name of the person who took the equipment, is missing or 
other parts of the forms are incomplete. On rare occasion, no record is kept at all. These incidents 
force ELs to install CCTV or swipe card readers and to dedicate unnecessarily high amounts of their 
time to track down devices. Another problem is that during out-of-hours, the shelves of the EL get 
emptier and emptier, whereas the assembly points on the wall fill up with unused equipment. This 
is especially critical over bank holidays that leave the EL unmanned for more than 2 days. One best 
practice example of handling out-of-hours times is EL1, which also operates on weekends. Week-
end shifts of about 6 hours per day where all necessary tasks are performed by only one equipment 
coordinator ensures that the wards and departments are supplied with the equipment they need 
in an appropriate condition. Also, the EL keeps tracking down equipment, dealing with incomplete 
paperwork and accumulated cleaning and maintenance tasks to a minimum. For night hours, EL1 
allows access to a storage room that is separated from the actual equipment library, where high-use 
equipment like infusion devices are stored. Every ward and department has access to this out-of-
hours store and is responsible for filling in the according paperwork themselves. The operation of 
such a storage room requires daily checking, record keeping and restocking, but it minimises the risk 
of unauthorised staff messing around with the actual EL and its organisation.


